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ROW TQ USE THE ELEMENTARY scHapk GUIDANCE MONOGRAPH

J ,
Elelent4y Sc

effectively, must

and complement the
ot

. .

tiocil guidance pivrams., if they ate to function

I

meet the needs those individtAls'they.serve, ,
,

.

0

unique charactePistics of the school and community
'4

"

where' they live: To accomolish.this end, pr4/ogrkplanning and manage- .

..

ment musdt be an integral part of the,gui dance process:

1

,, ,

This text recognize*s the impor4tance of.developing a continuous'
11

)
..

K-12 guidance progrA k. It supports -the no, of district wide team

pianniog coordinated thi.ohgh thekefforts of:eidirector of guidance or

supervisor cif pupil personnel sera-cos. It also Tecogqizes great
. t

,t6 't

advantages th1t Tay accrue to a sthpol district that encourages andl
',supports gui,dane counselors and Oupjl personnel workers functioning

as a team. Forolample, central planning and budgeting.itrengthens

leadership and enhancei security -in team ambers;: Teamingprovides.

opportunities for members to sharp with and gain from each other,

t skips andunderstandings that otherwise might not surface. In

% t .

addition, teachers and children also benefit from having readily
A

4vailable personnel with diversified areas of expertise from which

to draw 4hen needed.

. ! - , 1,
A great many 'school districts, howeler, are.still in the process

of developing theirguidance programs and lack the benefits of

district wide team planning. They will be relying heavily .on their 7,

teaching staff and elementary school guidance counselors to assume

the major responsibilities for organizing and managing elementary

: 4
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school guidance programs in their own school buildinfs. Foran

.'"-elementary school to forego the developmentof_kneleinentary school

guidance program merely because the district lacks a highly organized
I

centrals team planning structureAnakes 'HAW sense when the Services

provided by such a program are "desired and can.lie effetki,vely utilized-,

to benefit children.
0.

C.

Therefore, the fdcus Of tiis monograph is designed to assist

individual schools to plarrfor, organize, implfnt, and manage their

own elemstary schoolguidance. proirams. 'Those school districts
7

supporting a centralized team planning aptroachttoprogriimodevelopmento.
. .

will also find the monograph useful, ibut.m4y wish to adapt some of the

suggestions to .fit their own organilational- structure. For those

school'districts having elementary school guidance, the monograph

can be of assistance in providing suggestions fo'r program review,

'igorganization if it:is desired, expansion, and evaluation. And to

the guidance counselors theniselves,'ofterr having the primary respon-
-

1
sibility of insuring for an effective guidance program, the monograph h

will_eurely prove to be a useful resource.

The monograph has been divided into six chapters beginning with

"Elementary SFhool Guidance and the Educative Process.," The purpose

of this chipier is threefold: First, it serves to establish'a
, /

point of view regfrding the relaiionship'which exists. between

effective education and guidance-in the elementary school; second,

a Soundphildsophy and rationale for.elementary school guidance is

.

i i i
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presented in support of

'purpose, and program of

discusted.

:
. I

that point of view; and third,-lhe meaning,

guidance at the elementary school level is .

.;

"The Institution Takes a Self Examination" is the theme of

tliapter Two), the purpose of which is to assist the school in aself

study process. The self study is an importantstep'in prepiring for
g

an elementary -school :buidance pi-ogram because it enables the 4ho`o1

td tiket critical look at itself (educational philoshphr, educational
%Oa

;.
goals, Academic program, and program successes and weaknesses),,4
dAermine its needs, "reevaluate its goals, arid establiTh new goal

.
priorities in response to. those needi.. Arined with a thorough, under-.
standing of selft (the ins titution) and theinature of elementary °school *,

.-- .

guidance Olt* philosophy, inrpose, andgoals.), the' school is assisted. - ..
-, . .. .

in determining whether or- not an elementaryscbool guidance program
. g. ,. ..

could. play ,a. si gni ficant role in .meeting the needs of-Zhildren .

.

4
and achieving the'eduCational goals of the .syStem..

4004
I

ChioterThree, "Planning for an ETementary School Guidance'
, ft

,

Prograoll," begins where ChapterTva stops. ,The schobt.and conmunity%.

are guided in their efforts to iresepare and make ready for An elementary'.,
school guidance program: ..

, .-. ... ., , .

. ,The school communityikl'esdonsibility,,of organizing and imp/e--
. ) - . ",

menting an.effective, divelopnientals elementary school guidance .." .
4 't

)
,

1

'

I I

sprogram is contained in Chapters Four,.and Fite, The reader is first.
introduced to the ofianizational structure an+element.ary ptiogrant

dir ".

4.

.4"

'iv.

4.

C.

,
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Recognizing thirvital Importance of-evaluation.to the success of any
% .

. 4. .

guiaarice Oogr4m, Chapterix, "Evaluation of Elementary School Guidance

. . ,

Programs," eOres the !piny uses .of evaluation data, outlines steps in

--- with its guide* services, dimensions, .functions; 'and program el&entS....,

Following an 4nderitanclingot why and how the organizational strytture

..!;11 g

ro,
. .,, -

functions as ittdots, atym-phase pgram implementation,process,is
.

'. 0 ..
introduced.

''.POse
I is primarily designed to acq&iaint the guidance. y .

$ 1
a.'

counselor witkthe Variops publics of.,the school community and to :
.

6.

prepare these iiiiitlics for invollyementtin the guidance proiram:"°Phase.

..IIJntroduces:Oslicedures and activities selecteCto encourage add
'

involve tchq*Community participation In the elementary schoOl idance

in
... I.

program. ..:4, - ,

., .

The evaluation of sapol guidance programs hasitraditio ly been
,iti

.
a m ost neglected area 4f inOlvement,yet vital to the support of. .

effective guidance programming. Effective programs soon lose tjiei

effectiveness Othout the support of evidence that guidante is'in'tune

t
-with and respoOsive to the ever changing needs of th6se it serves.

t

-

conducting an'ivaluation, explores three major 'approaches to evaluation,
. :

introduces differenttylies of data to be reported, and discusses `the

qualities .of a comprehensive evaluation program.

The monographt'as it has been,presented, is thys a guide offering

suggestions,-possible procedures, a variety of techniques, end numeobs
.

activities which have proven to* useful toothdrs in meeting those '

ends for which the monograph is intended. It is not a cookbook full

I
(

c.)
0
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of recipes,to follow nor would this approachbe advisable. Just as *

- .. , ;

schOol districts have 'Varying needs'.4 and stippprt OffOrently stated
. .

. .
. ,. 4

Philosophies,. they too will choose varying approachis and a'ssume
.4. g .

different postures in translating their'goals Ioals into reality. In

essence, the theme running'throughout the entire monograph is that

the hlm6 element is very Muth a part of program planning, 1.gantzatiOn,
- t

'.and management-and should be supported, -not discounted.

4
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CHAPTERI

ELEMENTARY
.e/

SCHbOL'GUIDANCE

..%

What is elemeotary,school guidance? To answer this Question by
n

outlining guidance activities or listing guidance ervices"would be
,

an endless,rtask there are just too many activities and services and'

tp0 many variations in schools, teaaerr, parents:and children.

maps-more sense to examine elementary school guidance not( in terms

of its:characteristics; butin relation to its educational onto

the school system since that is how it will 'be judged.

The. Goal of Education .p

A

Elementary school guidanbe, aswith other programs,,takes on
4

b

meaning in a school syst AeOgOzes fts.purpose for being

and,has a clearly staiz-mtIdOhic.h. it strives to attain The 1..
/ ,

. ..
..-_,

. t. -. .... r
...,

. , I. /
AChool's mission and what it views as-the central goal of education_

.s .
. r %

should be synonomous: Van Noose (1975) states that "The-goal of
.

. .

.. .

.
education-in a free society is to eniele youth to acquire the skills

and understandingi to be competent and responsible people" (p..27).

Participants of the 1970 WhiteHousejConfirence on Children state

the goal of educatIon'in yet another wai when they say:

The right to learn is the goal that we seek for
the twenty-first century. 'We want for our children a
range of learning opportunities as bread as'the unknown
range of their talenU We want our children.to knoW

' themselves and, secure in that knowledge, to open
themselves to others., We want tohave freedom, and the:.
order, justice, and peace that the' preservation of their
freedom demands (p. 75).



t

Regardless of the manner in which they/aresttated,. these goal state -

ments.seek to develop moral beingsvdth.purposes,and.loyalties.which

are valuable to the,individual and society. ,

if these educational goals, or ones ./ike them, are to be realized,

it will be necessary for the schools to

1. provide opportunities for every child to Aw-, learn, and live

creatively, and .,

2. redesiin education to achieve individualized, humanized, child-k-

centered learning (1970 White House.Conference Report).

The order is a kig one, butit can' be filled, not by one person,

or two, or, three, but J an edU'cational team whose members have '

diversified bacfgrounds and.skills which complement each other: It

is as a member of the team, composed of parents, teachers; educational

Wecialists,.administratorswand school .board members, that the

elementary school guidance counselor functions.

Philosophy of Elementary School Guidance ,

A developmental elementary school guidance, program is concerned
.

with assisting the schoOl to achieve its educational goals. It too

zVrivis.to'build an etucational syste'm that. will develop moral beings'

with purposes and loyalties which are valuable to the individual and
,

.

society. . r

Elementary school guidance programs. recognise the unique nature

)11

.4
.

of chi ren; the necessity of meeting their individu'al needs;.and'the

2
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41

importance4'providing a humanized, child-centered learning climate.

While elementary school.guidalp programs are committed to and support

the teaching of academic skills such ading, Writing, and arithmetic,

they als -pport the contention at it is equally important for

41,
.children o acquit:* psychological understandirigs and self knowledge.

.

The elementary school guidance program approves d'and supports

"a11 educational experiences which contribute to the growth of effective

learning. -Effective learning may be defined as changes occurring in

the individual pr;the environment which fUTfill human'needs and help

to make that,person more capable of dealing adequately with the- -

environment. The learning process is personal and unique to:the

learner. What is learned, how it is learned, and the product of

learning is affected by the learner's perceptions of self and the

surrounding w rld
%

z.

The central focus of elementary-sChool guidance programming is
,

to involve the total school-community in ". : building whole new

worlds for children to live in" (Faust, 1970, p, 107). The develop-

mental

,

eleTentary school guidance counselor accepts the position that .

desiiAing effective learning climates-for children is the most

effectilee way to individualize; humanize.; and stimullate meaningful,,
purposeful, and relevant child-centered learning experiences.

Guidance is also a developmental continuum. It is for all

children at-every age and stage 4n their developmeit. It views all

children as unique in their own right( possessing worth, dignity,

3

f
ti
V r

awl
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and love. It strives to help children accomplish tasks' that will,

lead to cognitive, affective, and psychomotor development. Abdve all

else, elementary School guidance'recognizes the need for children
qt

and adults to become critical thinkers, to. be able to communicate

their wants and needs to others, to become skilled at prdcesiihg

information, and to develop the capacity of making responsible

decisions for, self and society. While these skills' and processes.

develop'and mature over many,years, they continue to serve each ofus

.and the environmehf at every stage inour development. Guidante

is,,therefore, a now ftocess with continuous long range cumulative

benefits to be utilized over a lifetime:

Rationale for Elemen4ar School Guidance.

Research supports the conteition that.whahappensto elementary

school children during their early years of development'will have a

marrked effect'on their coping behaviors in'later If we want

to'provide children with opportunities to grow, learn, and live .

creatively, we must pay attention to the full range of environmental

and hereditary factors affectiog,the teaching-learning process.

Benjamin Bloom's (1956) longitudinal research on intelligence

- -

indicates that the environment, in addition to heredity, is a signif-

ro
icant fctor in determining the educational achievement of children.

He states that approximately 80 percent of a child's intellectual

,growth takes place during the first eight years of life, with the

4
,

gat
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reiTiyin growth being completed by age seventeen. Since the period

of mot apid,growth takes place during a child's early years of

development, environmental experiences during those years are most

critical and#should;not evolve by circuMstance alone.

The writings of Havighurst'(1952 & 1953) and.Maslow (1954) further

;

suppo'h the contention that what happensjOr fails to ,happen to children-- i

developmentally duringrtheir early years
I

mine-life Tong attitude's toward' earning

in theacquisitton of skills, attathdent

will more than likely deter -

and assist or deter children

of goals, and evolvement

.

of satisfactory attitudes toward self and society. Thus,.chtldren's

perceptions, experienc, án4 interactions with others, when 'added

together, will either contribute to the development of adequate,

success oriented individuals, or will produce ones who will dome to

view themselves as failures and worthless human beings.

Knowing what. we do about thecomplex nature of children,

. )
.

school system which purports to meet the needs of children through a

strictly academidally oriented program, gearing all learning around

curriculum packages which have,not changed with the times, is

restricting the world'Ofthe child to'a.less than adequate exper-

iencing of Self. If the school is to contributi to the growth and
,

development of children, then school persoinel must view children as

' children; they must be able to!identify'what behaviors children need

to develop;°and they must recognize what eft ctenvironmental

'conditions (physical an4 psychologi01).hav on the teaching-learning

t.

1

5

f
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process.

.

While it is true that teachers play an important rAle in develop

ing.healthycompetent individuals, they canno do'the job alone.

Hoose (1975) cites several limitations which e beliwies render eagers

ineffective with some aspects of child deve opmentHe states that

such factors as traditional concern.with cadamtC learning, school

policies, and closeness to institutional goals and standards may limit'

. /
teacher effectiveness in aiding childr n with personal developmental

_ _

concerns.' Furthermore, Nan Hoose (1 75) indicates that most-teachers
.

are not trained mental health specialists, are unaware of the personal

'heeds of Children, and afproach struction as a cognitive process

giving limited necognItipn,to pe rsonal learning that is so important

in Aeveloping healthy personalities.

. An elementary school guidance program.is designed to'assist the

schOol Community In addressing-the full range of variables affecting

the .teaching- learning process; from meeting .children's needs to

creating: new growtn.p.roducing learning environments for them. The

elementary school guidance,counselcr-hds'knowledge.and understanding

v

in such areas as child growth and drelopment, human learning,
.

group dynamics, end self concept development, and'has the necessa y

skills and expertisesto,assistli4chers., administrators, -and
/

tionalspecialistS in managing the broad range of the teaching - learning
. ,

spectrum. The guidanCecounsepr may also be of assistance to

school' personne in coordinating team planning efforts Which utilize

6

,1
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the capabilities and strengths of other school specialists and community

resource people in tackling those stuations which call for their .

collective participation.

"Witty all that has been said about the importance and complekities

associated with providing the right kind of education for children, is

it any wonder that the ever expanding researdeeducational technology,

increasing body of knowledge aboUt human growth and development; and

newAeaChing approaches have far surpassed the capacity of any one

. educational generalist to keep abreast of all that is newpertaining

tothe teaching-learning process, The day of the educational generalist
. .

is a thing of the past. We have moved into an age of specialization.

Elementary school guidance, as a specialized field in education, hat

a place,iVodayss'schools and will remain there for as long as it

contributes to providing quality edocatiOn for all childreh:

k

The Elementary School Counselor and the Educative Process
9

"The central function of elernentary school. gUidance is to enhance

)($
.

,

and to improge the learning environment of the School so that each pupil
A .

.e in the elementary school hai an opportunity to learnto the best of his

2)
.

.
,

. ,
.4 .

.,

...

-44
,,

capacity" (Munson, 1970, p.'38). An effective elementary school guidilye : .
J 1

d

Program seeks.to create lArning environments which encourage children
. .

. /
At

to understand themselves, to djvelop satisfying peer refationshiOso

;
, .

--to accept Persona responiibtlity for their to understand--
1

.

0

BA

e
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the world of rk and education, to make decisions,'and to develop

4

/

46
sound values.a igh ideals. .

0

In hilping to create effective learning environments, one:iole of

the elOentary school guidance counselor is to identify school practices

and obstacles whi&inhibit the freedom to learn and devise ways o
:t

removinthei. Illisliersonacts as a catalyst in helping teachers .

critically evaluate the learning process. Teachers, for examp14,"

'are encourage) to deemphasize memorization in their teachtnb practice

9f_discolferY;_to move away from educational methods that. '

promote conformity and help children understand and treasure their'

differences and cultivate their talents; and to promote an educational:.

system which assists children tniearning what they need to learn
. .

when they need to learn it.

McCully (1965) states that one of the counselor's Most important

funCtions . . it to intervene in.the lives of students andt.O.'T,.)

. intervene in the learning environment of the school toward the end of..

enabling students to learn through experience the meaning Of freedoM

and responsibttity. so that they can become free and responsible:

persons" (p,409). Ii order to accomplish those ends, "The'counsefor,,

1 who becomes an effective functionary, in the educative process invests

amore time in aiding human development than in the tedium of record

'keeping, testing, and adjustiVe guidance" (Van
1

Moose. 1975, p. 30). .

The child's classroom is as expansive or narrow as the inVirOn-

------ient which is utilized in tne teehilliFtearmringrprocesshat

z

.

';

/
8
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las5room, 4f it is to meet.children's

independence, indiyidualiiy, 4freed?n;

, .

(4,hite House :conference Report, 1970).

1'

.

.
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needs,'must.cultivate their

spontaneity, and originality
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CHAPTER II

?,

THEANSTITUT1ON TAKES A SELFAXAMI,NATION

(

- . Determining the puepose arid need for an' e1 schpol guidance

proiraM should precede the oiihnization of0ne:4Nbe,general pucp44e,. #

.

-
0 - t'

.objectiv.es, and goals of devefdpmenplgdidance program can be examined

i
,. .

by going to the literatp v,toniuliing with-Counselor educators haviri0

expertise.in this area, a(d:by talking to tchool diStrict.persiAne3

. ..-

who are invplvedih-elem

determining the need for

accompliihed through an

Lary schoi0 guidance programming:* However,
__._

an elementary schodl guidance grograrO best
4.. w

n-titutional elf ex4mination.-

Is

Purpo e-of the Examination

The purpose' of the schpol's stim0y,can.bedivided into tour separate
4

off.'

phases:;
*

1. Identify the priority educational:guidance goals of-%the school.
.

2. Rank the eduCational-gusidance*goali in order of their importance.
. . . 4

.
3.. ;Determine how effeetivecurrent educational programs.are.in

.
. ;meetingthode goals. . .,

4, Develop program ,competency bsied otlectivet and activities,to meet
.

the prioritx.ranked goals/ V t!.,
. ,

Hill and Luckey

evidence of their atfi

1962) state that without.agreed Upon goal$,

, .-

nment, and critical asserent of program'

str engths'and weaknesses, without all tltre4.oi these Components:. it is

poss4b.ii'to-planLand-dperate_an-eduaecvnaliprogram_withpffiriancy,
7 ; ' %

.
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. the Climate is Right fir the Study

Before ayschOol'p4unges into any kind'of change, it must first .*

come tq recognizA `that` a eed for c -exists. .Ideally tharre4g-

4

nition should come from those who comprise the school. However, the
?

needis often,recognized first by the administrator becdese of the

Vantage point which the position offers. The single most imp rtant

responsibility,of the administrator is to'create and maintain n

effective system. The effectiveneis of.a school is measuredby its

ability to identify.and meet-the everohanging needs of children. A

- school which subscribes to this posture will always be in a continual

'state of'purpes'eful change and growth. The administrator's role is

-to encourage teachers, parents, school board members, students, and

. concerned citizensoto comesforthith their own observations and
.

stiOgefions in.helping to promote an effective system.
._.

,
. .

In)e.sssence then, three conditions should be preient in preparing

for the. self study:

Condttion I: The scho'ol community must first recognize that a

need for change exists. A concern .exists which suggests that the

school's effectiveness is not what it could.be in meeting the needs
o

O

of its children.

IN

Condition 2: There iraii"expeessed commitment on the part of an

identified nucl4u of school/cOmmuriity personnel to involve themselves in
a-

a preliminary study for the purpose of determining the need for .change,

Condition 3, The administration is totally committa'to and is

s
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will have at direct effect On program support and subsequent survival.

,
'Consequently, if guidance programs are to be strong', theh strong effective

l's
leadership is reql.lired. Because of the complexities associated with develbp-

ing a developmedtal guidance program., diversification in .

.

ready to providesupport in theself examination.

',Administrative support can ,be demonstrated .by:

1. providing necessary work release time to conduCt thestildy:

2: providing financial support to bring ielionsultants, purchase
materials, and employ'staff.

3-e encouraging. and making it possible for school visitationi,
and travel, where, necessary, in securing needed *formation
that will be of use to the committee conducting the study.

.

having administrators actively participate in the evaluation process.
4t

Formation of the Guidance Implementation Committee
,

' , 'Elementary school guidanci is a program designed to touch the lives

of many people. How these people respond to what they see, hear, and feel

. -

leadership is required.

provide the strength, s

to basic guidance progr m developmen4

A guldaneri'mplementation committee (GIC) can.e, ,

port, and long range planning efforti necessary

1P
4

Committee Composition

The membership of this committee mast reflect the population that

will be affected or benefited by the change. 'Conequently, teachers

representing the primary and intermediate'grade levels should be.members,

12
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Likewise., sofio01 board members,, administrators, parents, specie( instruc-

tional Personnel, and pupil personne -services should also be represented.

:The:group probably should not exceed twelve (12) members for it to be

manageable.

Selection Process

'Membership may be obtained through tnduction.or selected from a podl

oT volunteers by an ad hoc interim selection committee. Tao often the

induction process is used when itwould,be more advisable to select

- volunteers who are interested in elementary school guidance and who have

. and are willing to give the time to committee work. Once the committee

close to the project should exOlaln.the function of the committee to-the'

volunteers. The GIC should also be presented with an estimated time

has been identified, it may elect its own chairperson.

Committee Responsibilities

Prior to the actual organization of the committee, a guidance

counselor, supervisor of .guidance services) school principal, or someone

table and outline of e vents to be accomplished.

Phase I: Identifying.Pridrity Educational/Guidance Goals

- The first task of the guidance implementation committee (GIC) is to

identify the priority educational - guidance goals of the school. There is

much overlaeetieen guidance and education in that both seek to deVetop

moral beings with purposes and loyalties which are valuable to the

13
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individual and society. This goal' demands a'degree of,sensitivity
t

to the
,

.
,

individual needs o young people. 'While there ivoi/erlap between these ,

two forces, there arediffereaces with each providing an important s'ourci%

# Al
of information.' "Guidance focuies especially O ibn the ndividual as a IF"

* -0e, . - .

self, his self' understanding and his under*tanding of Others in relation-

to himself. Edudttion focuses espeCially upon the individual as a membir .

of a democratic society, his understandings of society, its history,

traditions, AO concepts, and (less..centrallyyhis relationship to that

.
society" (Nelson, 1972, p. 7). 'Hill (1965), in making a distinction betWeen

guidance and education states:

If we seek, then, to distinguish between the teaching and
guidance function in schools weitan make this distinction
,between "teaching" for that which society insists children

learns and "guiding" for decision-makia9 in areas in which
!'society leaves the individual relatively free . . . (p. 7).

.

A distinction between guidance and education has been made'since the

focus of tie task being iscassed here is for the school to identify those

'guidance oriented goa in the educational program which are thought to

be most signifitant by the educational coMmunity. The goals selected- .

.

are ones that the school community feels strongly about and want friOuded

in the ichdbs educational 'program.

4

BecominqFamiliar with Guidance Goals

The_guidance literAture. One way of identifying guidince.goals is 0:
e ,

consult the guidance literature. Textbooks, journal articles, and mono00hs

which focus on guidance goals and philosophy provide fhe,reader with'an

understanding of elementary school guiddricein relationship to the neetsof

children (Appendix A).
4.

p.
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The school philosophy. addition to examining the literature,

the G should also study the educational philosophy of the school'.

What ar the general laws or principles which the school subscribes to-
t

educktionally? How did the philosophy evolve? Is it being subscribed

to fn practice? After carefully studying-the school's philosophy,

writedown the guidance.goals4Which the philosophy suggests.

State and national

also give consideration

whiCh have evolvefrom

studies on the needs of

Report on Children, the

educational guidance goals. The GIC might

to those educational/guidance goal statements

either or national task force committee

children. 1)*.1970 White House Conference

1974 ASCA Role Statement on Elementary School

Guidance, and the Pennsylvania Department of.Education'sTen (10)

4ducatiOnal Quality Assessment Goals are documents worth considering.

Goal suggestions from the committee. The guidance implementation

committee should consider the needs oftchildren and.the community and

compile alist of guidance goals that it also deems important for the

program.

Forming the Guidance Goals List

once the committee ba; undertaken a thorough study of potential

guidance goals, members of the-coMmittee, independent of each other,

should core a list oftwenty (20) guidance goals Worthy of attainment.

40
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AComposite list of goals can then be developed from the individual

lists,-being careful to eliminate dupliCate or similarly stated goal

statements.. Through group consensus, the top twenty (20) goal state-

ments can be retained for .further study in determining their priority.

Examples of Guidance Goal Statements

Thefollowing ,goal statements are representative of oneslo be

found in many elementary school guidance programs throughout the

Uni d States. ' While these guidance goals address the needs.of

children, the elementary guidance counselor must also work directly

with parents-and teachers in .meeting some of their individual needs.-

This will permit thpm to week:move effectively with children.

1. Help children develop' thinking; decision-making., communication,

, A. Relp'children develop healthy, positivegsel concepts.

5. Help children better. understand and more fdlly appreciate human
differences.

and, related coping skills. %

2. Provide child-related experiences fn goal setting, risk taking,
choice making, and life planning.

3. Help children develop an understanding and tilization of self.

)

. Help children,de'velop sound values, ethical and goal behavior,
and display a sense of responsibility.

,7. Help children develop socially and tp mature in their relation-
. ships with others.'

.

.

8. Heil, children develop pride in their work asid'a feeling of self

worth.,
4,

9.6 Help children more fully appreciate and understand the values of
a work Oriented society.

-v
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10. Help children understand and practice skills in family living.

11. Help children explore and more fully develop their use of leisure
time.

12. Help children develop an awareness of the skills and practices
associated with specific fields of work.

cr
Phase Ranking'the Educational/Guidance eals

3.

In Phase II, the members of the GIC are asked to rank order the

goal statements arrived at in Phase I according to their educational

priority. Prior to the'actual ranking, each member of the committee

should be given a list of the goal statements to study. Members

should be encouraged to discuss the goal statements with the community,

subgroups they represent. Approximately two weeks after, the goal

statement rank order-sheets have been received, a meeting of. the.GIC

should be calle'd for the purpose of conducting the independent

ranking procedure. Upon completion of the independent rankings, the

_GIC, working as a group, should strive\for mathematical group con-

census, thereby arriving at On list df goal statements ordered from

most important to least important. e actual ranking procedure can

be accomplished by first listing in view, for all to see, the twenty

(20) goals to be considered. Each member of the GIC then places

his/her ank next to each goal with the point values ranging from

twenty (20), one being the mostimportant and twenty being

the least important. The assigned values of each goal statement can

then be added and divided by the nuMber.of GIC members in order to

17
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obtain theprOper ranking. Goal statements receiving a wide range in

` I
assigned point values- should be discusted by the GIC in the hopes of

clarifying the reason(s) for the wide variance. For the GIC 911at

wishes to take score variations into account in establishing a more

accurate ranking, the estimated popylition variance formula may be

used.' ,

Keeping the School/Community Informed

Once the ranking procedure has been dbmpleted, a letter shoUld be

moiled to each of the communityipoups being represented by the GIC.

The lttter-should reiterate the purpose for determining the guidance

4

goal statements, how the goal statements. were selected, the procedure

used for ranking the goal statements, Nid the results of"the ranking,,

indicating obtained point values aPd placement of each goal on the

list. As the communication is received, opportunities for futther

input and clarification from school/community groups shoUld be enter-
.

tained by the,committee.

Conducting the Needs Assessment Evaluation

In order .to evaluate the 'effectiveness df the current educational

program in meeting the guidance oriented goal 'statements, a needs

assessment program is required. The function, of the'needs assessment

is to evaluate current levels of chil4performance in achieving the

stated goals as compared with desired levels of performance determined

18.
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by the school. The needs assessment study is also desig4d to call

/

attention to areas of child need for which no goal statementsImay

exist. If.this happens and the need areas are thought to be critical,

then'a reprioritizifig of the goals may become necessary. 'However, by

first defining the desired goats, as done in Phase I, children's needs

become more readilyoapparent.

The data received from the needs assessment will provide support

,for the continuation of successful programs and ample feedback for

the endorsement of change in programs which are iess.thin adequate.

In conducting a needs assessmenOrogram, parents,, community

groups, teachers, administrators, school board members, and children
la

..must be involved in det4miAtng whaS the guidance needs of.the system

are and the degree to which they are being satisfied.

F'opus of the Needs Assessment

The central theme df education and guidance is learning. "Learning

is achange in the individgal and his environment, whi fills a need

and makes him more capable of dealing adequately with his nvironment"'

(Burton, 1962, p. 13). iThe effective ess of an educational program

is, therefore, a measure iof its ability to foster meaningf 1 learning

._...I cf
.

experiences which enabteloeople to beco all,that they are apable
I

.

of being. Learning is If process by which ildren and adul s behave
.

in ways which will satilstytheir most immediate eeds. The'r behaviors.
4 .

are purposeful and are designed to either main in the «equilibrium

19
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and/or enhance their life status. Since learning is the all.encOm- .

passing proceis through which needs are met, it should be the central-
.

focus of the ne ds assessment. What is learned, how it is learned, 4 .
,

'and the importance attributed to what is.learned is affected by three AA ;.
. w

A ,
..f

distinct, but interrelated aspects of the learning process. The focus . ,,,
.

,..
. .,-

of the needs assessment sfioul4, therefore, be threefold: to evaluate

I

the needs of children in relationship to the learning process;/to .

.

assess the curriculum
N.
ind its ability to meet those needs; and-to make

a thorough study of the environment in which thi learning process

,

,

-4

1

-

4,

r.

,....
1

,

takes'place.

Evaluating the needs of children. The learner is first and fore-.

most a child with organic social, and ego needs. Needs may be described

as being both developmental and situational in their origin accorditig

to 'Heddesheimer (1975). Developmental needs imply that the human411.
,

organism grows and develops inisequentially.ordered stages. iith,liach

. .

stage in development are specific identifiable needs that muslObe:

sufficiently met to guarantee passage to the next stage of I

addition to the generally predictive nature of development 'are 'the

not so predictable variations which;do exist in the growth anddevil

mint of children. The individual variant needs of children may be

described as situational and are attributed to the differences w c
,*

exist in the social;environmental, and.hereditary backgrounds of

each child.

20
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The educational/guidance experiences which the school provides

must be in tune with the child's needs. Consequently,the assessment

process must take the needs of children into consideration in order to

provide purposeful,' meaningful, and relevant learning experiences.

Evaluating the curriculum and the behaviorsto.be Yearned. 'The
.

behaviors learned by children evolve naturally,: They are learned in

response .to satisfying their developmental and situational needs. A.

school that is not in tune with those needs more.ban likely has

developed a curriculum which may run counter to those needs and

indeed, may create more fneeds instead of satisfying those that already

exist. What is to be.learned and the patterning and sequencing of the

learning experience must, therefore, be tailored to the maturational

development of children; In assesling the behaviors tolbe learnel,

the school should be most concerned with the adequacy of the existing
L. 4

program to meet the needs of the children. However? knowing the needs.

of children is not jenough. School personnel must be knowledgeable of

' the learning process and its relationship to child development in

designing an effective curriculum that will meet child needs.

Hill and'Luckey (1969) suggest that in evaluatinethe behaviors

to be learned (the current educational program) the following questions

should be asked:

1. Does our educational' program reach the child irra
way developmentally attuned to his process of
growing up?

21
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2. Is the educational program jntegratively adopted
c to the complexities of his growing organism and its
e needs?

3.. IS OUP educational program relevantly adjusted to
his realities of life and his perceptions of life ?.

e

4. Is what is-being.done in this school adequate? (p. 8)

An assessment of the learning environment.' Learning tak place

in the context of a social system as complex as any fours in society.

The physical and psychological environments of the schoo nd school r

community do affect the learning process. Teachers; parents, children,

administrators, edOcational specialists, and concerned members of

the community need to be given ample opportunity to shar, their

feelings and express their needs, desires, fears, lnd wishes as they

relate to educational prograniming in the school. It is possible to

.,have accurately assessed the needs of children and to have arrived

a program with stated goals, objectives, and activities designed to

meet'those needs, only to fail because crucial factors or elements

within the school/coMmunity were not taken iiito account in the final

plannidg stage prior to implementation.

Designing Needs Assessment Instruments

An evaluating the needs of children, the GIC should categoriie

the selected goal statements into five dimensions of development

, which follow:

22 A
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I. Cognitive Development Goals: skills (thinking, decision-
.

maAng, communication)

2. Self Development Goals: affective learning, valcks, self .

understanding, seTf assessment, self utilization

Social Development Goals:- workihg'in groups, peer
reTationihips, understanding others_

4. Career Development Goals: world-bf work, familylife,
leisure, etc.

5. Physical Development Goals: physical maturation, heredity,
"and reTated factors affecting the learning process

The needs assessment instruments are to be developed from the

goal priority list since these goals represent in practice the desired

behavioral competencies to be acpAeved by theidhildren. Teachers,

parents'administrators, are parents will need to note Specific -b

tasks that children should be able to perform or demonstrate atI
various levels of development. The degree to which. the children are

able or unable to demonstrate or perform the tasks will be indicative

'of the need.wntch still exists in the five:deveTopmental areas being

, .

evaluated.&
%*

-r"-N
.

Onsulting works by Ilg and Ames (1964), Hurlock (1968),
.

Gessell (p46,& 1956), Havighurst (1952 8.1953), Frostig (1966)

McCandle OW), Erickson (1963), and Piaget (1909) as welt as

others mho have written extensively on various aspects of child

growth and development will provide the reader with assistance in'

'determining expected levels of behavioral competende in the areas to

be studied.,

23
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Evaluation. instruments used byother

commercially prepared measurement devices
_

the actual construction' of survey items.

helpful to consult with guidance counselors, child growth and develop-

meat "experts, and individuals with statistical knowled a in determining .

4

the most effective evaluation devices'and procedures to e used.

I

schodl districts, and

serve'ts useful guides in

Where possible, it is also 't

In addition to dev,isinq its own instruments, thefschool can also

'make use of existing cumulative folder data like physical examination

A

reports (nurse's office); teacher.obseevation reports;.anecdotal

records, samples of student work, pupil diaries, standardized test
, ,

results, previous academic records, home visits, parent conferences, ,

sociometric data, and case studies in determining the degree to which

child needs _are being satisfied inp-ffve developmental areas. .

. e

4-
As'the developmental needs of ttie'children'become . evident, the

GIC must-then examine the curriculum in terms of what is being taught,

how it is'.bein; taught, ind the purpose being servedby various

curricular offerings and requirements.

The last phase of tije evaluation "requires Gig to examine the

. .

conditioni of learning iti(the school. What is the'physical andipsycho-

Is it conducive to learning? The

.observed. The GIC should pay '

; logical. atmosphere of the school?

physical atmosphere can be easily

particular attention to the quality of lighting, Pioper climatic

controls, adequate space,. room arrangement, noise level, andoother

factors which can contriiiute to or detract from an- otherwise
II

1.
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stimulating educational environment. An assessment of the psychological

environment can be determined by conferring with those individuals who .

are a par4f that environment.' How children, teachers-, administrators,

board members, and parents feel about themselves, and each other will

have a direct effect on the school climate. The needs, concerns', fears,

t..
and wants of each of thes groups must be heard and treated fairly and

with respect. Teacher diss\isfaction over working conditions, parental

misunderstanding about school policies and regulat s, and community

'dissent over school taxes are examples of school/community unrest which

can disrupt the psychological learning climate of the school. Ignoring

'these factors, will not make them.g0 away. However, workable solutions,

can be achieved through the cooperativ&understanding and planning of

those involved.

Phase III: Rating the Effectiveness of Current School Programs

Using data obtained from the needs assessment evaluatiOn4

teachers,kparenti, administrators, and board members will have4

_opportunity to rate the effectiveness. of school programs in satisfying

the^guidance goal priOritiesestablished by the school/community as

being central to the daucational process. The number of individuals

from each sub-group to participate in the survey and the manner in

which they are to be selected are concerns of the GIC. The important

.thing to remember is that each community suk.group represented by the

GIC takes part in th4 survey and that a representative sample of

..

25
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participa s is obtained,

Use of t e Ratin Instrument

4

On scale that may be used in the ratingproCess has been

developed by Dr. Keith Rose and

Unive4sity, Chico, California.

gap

men

Associates at California State

participants are given a descriptive/

is rating instrument containing the randomly ordered goal state-

-101 ows:

1

An example of a goal statement and the scale to be used

CHILDREN UNDERSTAND AND'PRACTIGESKILLS IN FAMILY LIVING

XTREMELY / /FAIR, BUT MORE / /TOO MUCH IS SCORE

POOR / POOR /NEEDS TO BE DONE /LEAVE AS IS /BEING DONE
15

Each participant reads the preceding goal statement and then

is asked:

Community members

parents, board members,
community representatives

School Personnel

teachers, administrators,"
special service personnel

4

"In.my opinion, how well are current
programs meeting this goal?"

or

"How well are my schoolis,currept
programs meeting this goal ? ",

A The participants then circle the apprbpriate numt;er..on the scale

which most clearly registers their feelings regarding the degree to

which school programs satisfy attainment-of the goal in question. A

description of the scale:labels is located in Appendix B.

26
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Upon completioq of the'survey, the scores for each goal are to

averaged so that separate mean scores for every goal statement are

obtained for each of'the various community/school sub-groups represented.

Once the scoring has been completed, thegoal statements can be arranged
4

in sequence, according to the needs as perceived by the sub-groups.

Goals With mean scores of six (6 or below have the greatest need for

attention, while goals with mean scores in the tep (10) to twelve (12)

range are thought to be ,adequately met and, therefore, would not

necessarily require Additional emphasis.

Analzing the Results

/

r

Analysisof the resultswill point to some very interesting

findings,which will e nable the GIC to More clearly /View how the,

various school/community sub - groups perceive thi effectiveness of

school programs in meeting the needs of children. One of the fiest

Wings tobe done is to set up a table for studying the resOlts of

-the survey.. In the first column to the left, 'place the Phase II

goal priority rankiiig ofthe gujd4nce goal statements. Remember:

. °

'these goal statements were arranged in sequence from most important

to least important in accordance'with their worthiness of ktttayent

4

as perceived by the GIC. succeeding column(to the right, listAthe

goal need priority rankings of the various sb-groups represented '

ti

,
s

(parents; teachers, administrators, sbhool board members, 'etc.,. In

.
the goal need'priority.rankings the same goals are seqUtnced by their

27
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degree of attainment as perceived by the school/community.nroUps. The
, . . w .6

goals most satistiect (highest mean scores) will Come first followed by

those which are thought to have Met the lower levels of success (lowest

mean scores),

. .

, In studying tfle table, compare the goal need ranking of each of .

the sub-groups. .Take note of the similarities and di.fferencesin the

rankings. It is conceivable that.the various sub-groupi will not be'

in tkal agreement as to which goals are being 'adequately met by ,

existing programi and which ones axe not. It isimporiant for the

GIC to determine, to the"degree pojible, plausible explanations for

the differences .(n ranking among the various groups. Differences in
s

values among thelgroups, a lick of knowledge about school programs,.

and faulty evaluation procedures are just a few of the many reasons

which coUld.explain Vie-discrepancies. Wide differences in ranking

should be discussed. This communication process is important bkause

it brings the school/community topper, it can be an informative-.

learning experience, and,it can also stimul2te more effective ways.of

keeping members of the school/commun(fY*Oformed and involved in the

rig process. As groups ,di uss their rankings and become

informed about:rankings of oth $ a greater understanding and a

htgher degree of groUp consensus ney,develop among the various

school /community sub-group$ regarding Weir perceptions of'school
4

programs and the ability of those programs to meet desired guidance

$ . (

/ goals.

28
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Elementary School Guidance Program Priorities .

The guidance programgoals to receive the most'attention shoul4 be.

,those which are considered most important for children to achieve,and
N

yet have the greatest need for attention as determined by 'the schoors
.

.
.

., .
. .

needs assesknetit and program effectiiieness evaluations, Guidance.goals

11.

- are thus identified as being (of high or
.

low priority with.different'
-

levels of need ranging' from high need to low need. Guidance goalt of -

.

high priority and high need should thu§ receive more attention and time

prioritythan goals of moderate priority and low need. In fact, there may be

<
* guidance goals for which too much is being done, suggesting a.reaTloca-

,

tion of time a redistribution or budget needs, a redirection in

program planning, and a more effective use of stafeikills and expertise

in serving goats of greater need.

4111010,

Phase ill: Developing 'Program Competency Based Objectives

Once the school has ideptified the guidance goals to be given

priority, it ti important thatthilnerAcof the scAbolfiommunity
. ,

.

mr,

are in agreement that the
/
selected goal statements clearly reflect

.

the needS of the'children, that they-support the educational and

guidance philosophies of the school, and that they reflect the unique
,

characteristics of the Community.

The guidance go&sfat!Mepts shOuld thenbe classified under the
;.

. .

nye dimensions of guidance as lisipirin Chapter Tivo-. The guidance'

goals, under each dimension, should be operationally defined and

29,
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accompanied with behavioral objectives to be met 16 satisfactorily - .

accomplishing the latent of each goal. Strategies for the implementation,

of each objective should alio be clearly stated: Strategies represent

the actual procedures, steps, tasks activities, and school personnel.

to be utilized in accomplishing each behavioral objective: .

.The final phase of program development requires the identification
o

of assessment procedurq to be used in evaluating the degree of

movement toward established goals.. Other variables to be considered

it. program plbeng are the availability of-Ainds, expertise of

schoo1/6ommunity helpers, ommitment of the school to alter e exist-

ing program in meeting the goal priorities, and identificati.

untapped community/school resources. Phase IV is diseuised.inmore

detail. in Chapter IV.

30 .
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CHAPTERIII'

PLANNING FOR AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE PROGRAM

Planning for an elementary school guidance program should begin

six months to a year prior to hiring an elementary' counselor.' During
"Ita

the planning period, the guidance implementation committee (GIC) has

irany.aikieto perform. The first step is to conduct an examination
4.. ..

of the institution as described in Chapter II. Following the

institutional self study, the committee must learn as much as it can

about elementary school guidance for the purpose of determining ifs

potential effectiveness, in helping the school achieve its .goals,

thereby meeting the neleds of its Children (Appendix C).

Learning More About Elementary school Guidance

If an elementiry school guidance program is to be effective,.t

then those who are expected to mane use of the services wifl need to

(a) understand them, (b) see a need for them, (c) desire to use them,'

(d) understand their role responsibilities in relationship to, the

services/ and (e) be prepared to alter their ex' ting roles and

functions where necessary so that services can be maximized.

fe.

Questions to Ask and Answer

The foltowing'questions are examples of-ones to be asked by the

school/community prior to beginning the data collection process=

Questions like these, will helpluide the GIC in identifying

,selectively retaining that inforTation which will:be most useful in

.
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conveying .the concept,of elementary school guidance to school board

`members, administrators, teachers, 'end parents.

1.. What is the basic philosophy of elementary sq9A1 guidance?

2. What is tiTe rationale (or having guidance-and counseling
at the, elementary school level?

11.

3. What are the'objectives and goals of an elementary sc hool

guidance program?

4. Howdoes elementary school guidance relate to-the guidance i
end counseling services prided at the secondary level?. %,,

5. How does this school's educational philosophy, goals, and
,objectives .mesh with those generally subscribed to by.

elementary school guidance programs ?,

6. What services are provided and to whom are they directed
,(parents, teadhers, children, administrators, board
members)?

7. What training and skills should an elementary school guidance
counselor possess?

8. What arthe responsibilities of teachers, support personnel,
administrators, school board members, and parents in
maintaining an effective elementary school guidance program?

. , 0..

)

9. What will it cost to finance an elementary school guidance
program?

10. What funding, factors other than salary and benefits must
be considered in planning and maintaining an effective
elementary school guidance program?

.

_11. How many teachers, adminiitrators, aid children can an
elementary school guidance counselor work with effectively
in any one setting?

'12. What steps, in addition to the ones take n, should be!
considered by the. GIC in preparing for en elementary school
guidance program?

1
)4, .

NI
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Sources of Information

The guidance'implemekitjtioncoaimittee can become informed about

elementary school guidancle by..
.

.

1. visiting area ellementary school guidance' counselor education
**--programs. Obtai a copy of program statements and working

papers describin the role of the guidance counselor and
program servicesr l

,

2. writing to or vi iti ing he Pennsylvania Department of
Education. Ask or state prepared program statements,

- guidpines, and ertification requirements concerning the
trai ng and preparation of elementary school guidance
'counselors. Guidance consultants at the state Mel can
also be of assistance in program' planning. They may
recommend consultants to contact, programs to visit, or
suggest useful

g_

'lading material. . .

3. visiting l

Iistricts

which have received state and
professional association recognition for their excellent
elementary school guidance programs. Talking with elemen-

.. tary school guidance counselors, teachers, administrators,
. school board members, parents, and children about their

4rAl:, iprogram can provide some valuable insights as to the
-' school /community's acceptance and support of elementary ..

scRool guidance. .
.

,,,

.
. ,

4. contacting national, state, and local professional organ-
itations. The professional associations have written
statements and posittano.papers on elementary school guidance
that may be of use tg:th'elsthopl in the development of its,

own papers. (ASCA Role Statemint on Elementary School %Liir,,

Guidance, Appendix D)
"ill

.

5. reading journal articles and books on vlementary.school
. uidance. The Elementary School Guidance and Cativeling',

journal is an excellent source. In addition, elemehary
school guidance texts to be found in Appendix A may be n

s
helpful.

6. using filmstrips, films, tape recordings, and related t: A

publications on elementary school guidance. See Appendix*E.

7., enrolling in an introductory course on elementary school
guidance conducted by an area college or uhivertity.

33
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The Pre=Orientation Program]

.Pre,orientation rep'resentslhat period of time (6 to 10 weeks) in

the planning process, prior to thl guidance ,counselor's arrival, when

the GIC shares with the schoolifmniunity (teachers, administrators,

school board members,, support personnel, and parents) its findings

on elementary school guidance. The purpose of the orientation is not

ioneof, "hard sell",but merely to inform. With the support of the

school board and administration, any one or combinations of the
.

following activities me), be utilized by the GIC to bring elementary

school guidance, in aninteresting and informative manner, to the

many diversified publics having an interest in this program..

1. Make filmstrips,pmphlets,'movies, books and related
,resources on efementary school guidance available to the
school/communiS for its use. Vguidance resource
could be estabIlshed,as a means of housing and disseminati g
guidance materials to those who would wish to use them.

#

2. Invite elementary school guidance counselors (ones who
come highly recommended 5-3, school districts and/or .

counselor education training programs) to talk with 0

administrators and school board members abou.t:guidance at
the elementary school level:

_ .

3. plavand conduct a series of'inservice sessions with the
faculty introducing them to the various aspects of
elementary. school guidance.

- 4. Make arrangements with a nearby counselor education
department to.conduct an introductory course on,elementary
schoolOdance at:the school. Inservice or college
credit could be offered.

5. rovide the'time and ,encourage staff members to visit
elected guidance programs throughout the state.

6: Distribute copies of this monograph as a means oftintro-
ducing the proCess involved in planning for and implementing 0
an elementary,school guidance program.

4.

',VIA

I a*

0
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Communication a Two-Way Process

While pre-orientation involves the dissemination of information

and ideas to the school/community about elementary school-guidance,

it likewise must seek feedback'from teachers, parents, administrators,

school Ward.members, and support service personnel regarding their

'understanding of and, reactions to the concepts conveyed. Provide

1°)
plenty of time) raise and answer questions and address concerns

before attempting to elicit support. Commitment and support will be

/0*
evident when

el. the school board, administrators, teachers, and parents
recognize the importance of meeting children's needs-and
feel that an effective eiementaey school guidance program
can serve to, insure those ends, thereby increasing the
quality of education for their children.

2. the guidance implementation committee continues to be
enthusiastic about its findings and heartily supportS
elementary school guidance, knowing full well that mush
work still lies ahead.

3. the teaching staff and administration'conc4Kwith the
philosophy, goals, and objectives of an elementary
school guidance program and recognize the' importance'
and necessity of their active participation in sustain-
ing a strong program.

4. the board ofeducation is willing to make the necessary
budgetary provisions to insure the financial support for
such a program.

'Program Planning and Environmental. Preparation'

After program commitment has been established, the school-must

'deidg what it wants in a program; it must environmentally prepare

itself for, that program; and it should establish guidelines to belo

35
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followed in, selecting the best perscin for the position. After

addressing these tasks, the guidance implementatio4 committee will

havetompleted.the final stages of preparation in planning for an

elementary school guidance progrii.

Preparing the Position Paper: The School and Its Program

The guidanct implementation committee (GIC) needs to develop a
Is

formal statement which reflects the ,position taken by the-school/

co ty in its support of an elementary school guidance program.

Its consent should consist of the school's guidance OhilosOphy, which

in turn'complemints the educational philosophy pf the school; the

guidance "priority goals which reflect the needs of the school 'and

- support its educational goals and objectiyes;,and contains a descrip-

tion of the guidance counselor's role and services to be performed.

'Position'statements developed by other school districts, ideas and

suggestions taken from guidance journals and texts, and position

statements prGed by professional organizations (ASCA.Positioll

Statement on Elementary School Guidance, Appendix D),may be used as

resource guides in preparing the document. In addition, counselor

educators from the aria, state department consultants, and guidance

personnel from other idliool districts can also play.sigNificant

roles in assisting the GIC'to forialize the document in question.'

The statement's function is similar to that of a blueprint. .It

4 ill serve as al:funding guide, a memory aide, and will help insure

36
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that little has been overlooked in preparing for the program. The

position statement should remain flexible at all times, be open to

criticism, and include the thoughts of the guidance counselor once

he/she has been hired.

Organizing the'Environment for Effectiveness

"If the school guidance program is to achieve the outcomes, the

impact, and the involvement sought, some-attention should be given to

orgjnizing for effectiveness" (Nelson, 1972, p. 344)( Some points to

be considered in organizing for effectiveness are the following:

(a) the number of guidance counselors to be hiredi (b) physical

location and size cf the guidance counselor's off re (c) heded
.

1 .

materials and supplies,.and (d) budgetary consider ions for program

support. While bisic dilferencesNdo exist from one schoNto another
.

'dictating variances in the way schOol policies are handled,theretare

basic guidelines which any school.should take

s.
planning an elementary school guidance prOgraii.

consideration when

The counselor ratio. While thertels nor predetermined magic :

number of counselors tostudents and teachers, the student/teacher

ratio must be managable if a iaspram is to meet the needs of those

it serves. Dr. Harold L. Munson (1970) feels that in initiating an.
. -

elementary school guidance program, it is unwise to expect a guidance

specialist to ivor kin more than one school (5- 00 to600 pupils with

.*37
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25 to 30 teachers). TO do so is unrealistic and to expect that one
Y

,person can serve eff:givelY irLt)4e'or mare schools ii fool tardy. .

No one individual can meet the needs.-of 2,500.t) 3,000 youngsters,
3.

100 teachers, and 4 dr more administrators and provide the kind Of

services and expect'th kind' of outcomes as,described in Pater I

ck\
t

of this document. Agai to reiterate, the ratio is not the crucial

factor itself. What is crucial .is that'all children are able,to.

receive-the services to which they rare entitled:,

In response to providing services beyond one's okansto do so,

Munson (197) states:

I have encouraged schodl administrators who could
alford only a limited number-umber Of personnel to establish
the positionwith reasonable expectations and to expand
their prbgram to other schools, padding personnel as such
positions are requested and as funds are made available.

. , (p 287)

In determining whichschool should receive than services first,

the administratidn should attempt to ascertain which,school itready

for the program. Which of the schools desiring the program are eager

.0. -

to participate in the necessary work involved inpreparing for it?
A

The uidance office: site; .To ation, furnishin s and arran e nt.

Even though the guidance' counselor is encouraged to be'visib through-
, .

out the building, to spend time in the classroom; to see children.on

the playground, in the CafeteHat, mein the halls, it is' important

that a special place be set 'aside for.thisperson to confer with
,

teachers and parents and meet with.4hildrenlindividually and in,

0
f
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groups in an atmospheree of privacy-when'such times are necessary. The

4
school should give special consideration to office size, location, and

furnishings when planning the guidance complex.

1. Office size and location: An optimum office size should
-._ 4

consist.ofapproximately 250 to 300 square feet. An office of these -

dimensions will provide the counselor with work space, an activity,

. center With,room to store guidance materials, and sufficient space for

counseling.

Thelocation of the offiOe should be in an area of the building

that will allow Ytor---a degree of privacy and be free, from excessive

noise. The office, therefore, should not be located near the gym,

cafeteria, music room, or playrooms in.the school. The location should

be one that is convenient for tiacheri, and away from the administrative

complex of offices'Since Children tend.to associate proximity and

function. If the guidance and administrative offices are located Text

.4

' to each
4
other, children and some adults might have a hard time separating.

*.the roles and funttions of-each.. Some children might ?eel uncomfort-
,

able being in the guidance office'for thil 'verx reason. The most ideal

location would be somewhere near the entrance of tOe building where all

can easily locate it. It might also be situated nOhr the primary wing

of the building for easy access by ttie younger children.

2., 'Office furnishings and arraqgement: While'What happens in

_

the counseling office is far,more important than what is in it and hOw

it is arranged,'the following considerations, nevertheless, can help to

3.9
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a..

facilitate the counseling relationship and.procesi. With respect to

furnishings, the guidance office Should have a round table large

enoug4 in size to accommodate 8 to 10 chairs for adult and child use,

a metal storage cabinet (play media and materials), a private telephone,

locking file cabinet, adjustable book shelves, two comfortable arm

chairs, tape recorder, carpeting, an4 clock. The room should be

comfortably,heated7.hame adequate ventilation, and good lighting.

Drafts should be eliminated sine many children wilt play on the floor.'

For those institutions operating on a shoe-string budget, many of

the furnishings can be provided.at low cost to the school if a little

ingenuity is employed. The PTA, Goodwill Industries, the Salvation

Army, and flea markets are excellent places to start looking for

furnishings. The 'children guidance. counselor, and custodial staff

could make a table from a telephone cable spool, chairs 41 orange

crates, tape rug remnants together to form a colorful- rug, make

411.
bean bag chairs, use colorful pillows to sit on, and make use of

children's art projects for wall decorations. A small portable FM

radio.cpuld be used to provide soft background music to add to that

pleasant atmosphere: To-Take the office attractive and interesting

from the outside, the door could be decorated and an interesting sign

attached introducting the guidance counselor to the school. A contest

might'emen be conducted to come up with'an interesting and informative
4

name for thetffide.

$cHools thatare being built today wits guidance -and counseling

40
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in mind offer a suite of offices. A central room is designed for play

with ample storagi for play media. Surrounding the group counseling

4

room are offices for individual Confirencet and a room for the storage

of the school's tumulative record files. Plans.for aNffice complex ,

may be found in Richard NelsOn's (1972) text: Guidance and Counseling , W

in411he Elementary School.

The furnishings should be arranged in a way that communicates , .1

liking and affiliation to all who enter.,, INeluidance counselor's

accommodations should.look we like an activity or conference room

than an office. Whenever possible, barriers should be eliminated so
/

that they do not inhibit or impede the counseling refitionshlp. Where

,the guidance Counselor places himself /herself in relationship to others

in the room is as important as the arrangement of the furhiture.

= Office equipment and materials.. What the district will be able

to purchase in the way bf equipment and materials Will depend upon the

funds allocated for the guidance budget. What follows,'therefore,

V 1

represents items that guidance counselors have found useful in their

%Wm
progi -am activities. Aside .from office furniture which has been min-

tioned, the categories are:

Office equipment; Tape recorder, record player, filmstrip
projector, overhead_prnigtor

Books The gu4dance counselor should maintain a
professionals lbrafy for stiff and parent
use Ad a supply of children's books could

\ be purchased' through the learning, resource

41 .
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budget and maintained therefor wider
Circulation.

Tests: The testing program in some schools is.
funded through theiguidance budget, The .

guidance counselor may 'wish to purchase
f.some diagnostic instruments for personal

While'. use in the school's testing program.
'the testing budget may be guidance related,

the guidance counselor should not assume
the testing program as one of his/her respon-
sibilftiet. °:.

Audio-visual Filmstrjps,
.

slides, cassette tapes, aqd
Materials: films are available for rent or purchase.

, ,..
Many of these materials can help to enhance

Classroom

and widen the scope of the counselor's
services since thesematerials cathring

s

ti

4

. guidance into the clasiroom. Teac ers and "ra..«
simport-staff'can assume the responsi-other

bility for" their use.

A
The guidance counselor should stock a
guidance materials center. These materials .

would be purchased for inclusion into the
regular classi-oom curriculum. Teachers and 4

coun.elors working in 'a consulting capacity
could discuss'needs, objectives, and goals
of the total school program. The guidance
counselor should also obtain single examiation
copies of materials for teacher review and
use when helpful.

z

Play Media: Children oftenrespond greater
-and:feel more comfor le 1 settings
E they are involved.' he parch
play media like puppets, design
crayons, paints, clay, blocks, pa

,

ease. 1'1

where
and use of
bes,

er, black-
. board.chalk.,011 house, play school, and

other assorted toys, and miscellaneous games,
are a must in any guidance program. (Mw(son, .

1970, p. 289)

t. . , .
y ,

. - .

- y

. Funding the elementary school gOidancifOrogram IT a school is.
- .. . ,

. _ . , yo. s

to begin an elementary school guidance program, it must investigate

a
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the cost:factors involved' Lloyd Stone (1970) indicates that ther

areinsically five items to be considered.' These items may be help

is a guide in deterimining the total budget:

1. -alary of the counselor (Mastek degree plus certification

.

..4

2.. Travel expenses of cou 1 lar (guidance activities and con-
ferences).

3. Salary of clerical personnel (depending on the gize of the
school this item may not be necessary).

A
4. .Purchase and maintenance of office equipment necessary to

fulfill the function of the guidance program..

. Purchase' f materials-and supplies (includfig library source
materials, group and individual test materials, films,.

etc.).

The guidance, counselor Should, have a minimum working budget of
. . 4

. . . .

. $500.00 to spend on items 4 and 5 alone each year. The first year of -4 .

the program will .be most expensive since it-will' have to be `built from

I

,
thi beginhihg. Funds are available for guidance and audio-visual..

material s to all school districts in Pennsylvania' throug ESEA, Title

IV-B.

The Selection Process: Finding_ the "Right Person"

Hi 1'I (1968) states that the identificWon,,selection, placement,

and supervision of .the staff of.-any educationWt- program is basic:to

the success of any program. Such isstbe case in staffing-an elementary,

school guidance program. Where to look and what to look. for are
s .

.

prima4,stnsideratiohs of the guidance implementation committee in

A
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,

counselor.. / searching for an elementary seiool guidance"u Prior to
, . W .

. I

t beginning the-actual search effort, the committee should review its
A , .4/

/
4 . t

. /
1

.

/ position tatement and in so doing verbally respond to thelfollowing.
1

*

if questio .

./
. ..-

.
.

'1. 'Why does the schooldesire an elementary school guidance

I
A

. .

"program?4 .
i.

2. What'are the desired, outcomes for this program?
.

.

3. Are the GIC and school/commuhity,in essentialagreement.
as to the school needs, goals, and desire& outcomes?

,

:ihe position may be sitting right'under your nose.- Many. teachers, to

,imikove their skills, have- obtained training as el/pmentary school
1.. I

gu4aance counselors and have remained in thvlassmom. Job shortages,

and accrued years of service in the system may have

discouraged capable people from fulfilling ambitions to become elemen-

-
4. Is everyone in essential-agreement-with-the-gdidance---

counselor's role description developed by the GIC?

r
5. What qualifications, personal experiences, and pers4ality

characteristics does the committee deem desirable in.fhe pe$
they wish to hire for the position?

. r

r ',-#f
The candidate search:i labere to-look, Potential candidates for

,

tary school guidance counselors.: #

'

In addition to tonsiderpg qualified persoOnel within the system,
1

names of candidates may be obtained from college and university place-

ment offices. Writing directly to counselor education department ,\ -

chairpersons requesting that the poiition be postedsand that qualified' 1 .

44
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. persons contact the school directly is another way of reachiing, potential

candidates who otherwise might go uninformed about the vacancy. 'A

final suggestion wou ld be to advertise the position through national,

stAte, and local professional guidance association newsletters and

placement centers. The American Personnel and Guidance Association and

the National Educatibn Association provide excellent services.

Today's jobarket is quite plentiful with respect to qualified
.

prsons: looking for guidance positions. The major problem facing most

a_sufficient_number_of_cancti-datesto

interview, but in deciding which person is best qualified-to meet the

specific demands and needs of the school.

What to look for: pre-screening criteria. What to look for in a'

candidate ,is a most difficult question at best, but nevertheless, one

which must be addressed. The guidance impleMptatiom committee (GIC)
.

can relYln many sources of data on which to base its decision. Some

of these
.

ese are: letters of reference; application form information;
* ,

the results of screening data ( i ntdrview, que's'tionnaires, etc . ) ;

IScollege Placement folder data-, and evaluation of any working page s

requested of the candidate (poiition paper on guidance),
,

Prior to advertising the position, it' is reComMeRded that the

GIC determihe the eyaluation and selection procedure to be used. The

committee must decide what information is to be reIorted and how it' ',

4
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is to be evaluated. It is often h;lpful,to have rating and checklist,

instruments which contain the most important criteria to be evaluated.4

The instruments allow for independent evaluation of candidates on.the

same criteria, help to reduce bias, increase scorer reliabiTity among

the committee members, and serve as memory aids in reviewing and

comparing candidate qualities and characteristics.

Advertising the position. The guidance_implementation committee

Will be read,rtu-Ndvertise-the-position-once,it: (a) agrees-upon-the

necessary qualifications desired of candidates; (b) decides what -'dart

is'needed for making decisions, how the data 411 be collected, and

the manner in which it will be reviewed; (c) determines what infor-

mation about the position should be made available to the candidates;

and (d) identifies the most effective means tg disseminate information

: about.the position to prospective applicants.

Salary, length of working contract, job benefits, role des,-

cription,(and demographic data about the school/community are usually

items of interest to those applying for the position. Candidate

knowledge of this information is as beneficial to 'the guidan&

AmpIementation committee (GIC) as it is to the potential candidatet,

since Oecisionsito apply or not.to apply are often.influenced by
(

what is known about the position.

46
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GICapreparation for the interview. The intervic"1 proviiics a limited

opportunity for the candidate and' the GIC to communicate nr a more

personal level. The GIC.shatild be conrerna with OicAing information 4

from the candidates which reflett their thinking about elementary

school guidance. T4andidates should'be prepared to discuss the*

philosophical positions regarTig the relationship aguidapce,to

education, their views concerning tivatitonale and goals of a guidance

program at the elementary school level, the need of children,ard the

V

A
le-cf-guidanee-4n-response-to thase-needs,-and their views regarding

a developmental team approach to elementary school.gutdance. Contra-
,.

mersial issues regarding confidentiality, testing, record keeping,

the use of behavior modification and related counseling approachbs

and techniques might also be discussed.

Knowledge of the subject matter, the candidates position s.tate-

menton elementary school guidance, competence in oral and written

expression,and ease,in developing interpersonal relationships repre-

sent professional content areas to be evaluated in selecting an

elementary.shoolliguidance counselor.

tw
Candidate preparation cfor the interview. The candidates have a.

professional risponsibility.to themselves and to the school to be

prepared for the caterview, Indeed the GIC can learn as much about
,

-,:' candidates from -the answers:they give as from the questions they "ask..

. The quality of,responses given, confidence and poise in the interview,
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and the ability to occasionally assume the lead sin the conversation

are traits indicative of a well prepared candidate.
. .

The interview is designed not only to benefit the interviewer,

, but represents an opportunity for the candidates to capitalize on

their strengths in creating the most favorable image possible. Candidates -

can best. prepare themselves for the interview if they:__

1. knowbsomething:about the school/community and the el9Mentary
. school suidance-pOsition in question. Information about the
community and position can usuaTly be obtained from the
school upon request.. Many'schools'distribute prepared
packer containing information about the school and community
to those interested in receivinOt. An approved visitation
to the school with an opportunity to talk with teachers,

----administrators: and_children can also prqve helpful.'

Benefits:

a. A request for information and/or a visit demonstrates
initiative and a genuine interest in the position and,.
the school/community.

b.' Some knowledge aboutLthe community and the position
will enablethe'candidates to talk more in terms of
specifics rather thin generalities (Oen questions are
asked.

2 have prepared -a fist of questions to be asked about' the
posTiion.during the interview. Questions like Ibe fblrow-
ing would be.appropriate: .0

a: What will myjob .responSibilities be (role expectations)?

1.
. .

°b. How amI to function in the role (crisis; interventionist,
developmentalist, etc.)? .

c. With how may schools, teachers, administrators, and
children will,I Be workingibg'

,

d. Does, the roleengourege cpunselor participation in
curt-161m involvement, teacher inservice, parent
roue work, etc.? P .

1
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'e. -How do you feel about guidance counselors functioning
in the capacity of disciplinarian, substitute teacher,
attendance officer? #

f.. How much flexibility will there-be in the posit ion to .

attend conferences, initiate new programs or ideas,
and work with teachers and administrators in consul-
tation versus spending the bug Of time working directly

't with children?
V. d

1.41luestiov& concerning saia'ry, benefits, working con-
ditions,ehtt.the program budget should be asked if
these items havf not been addressed prior to the
interview. .

The queitions to be raised by the candidates will vary with their

personal philosophies, personalities, and need dispositions.

Benefits:

a. The questions asked demonstrate an L-------W------riderstan ng Of 4Nt

the role.

b. Having formulated the questions, the candidate should
be prepared to answer them as well. Often times
questions like the ones raised are askbd by the
interviewee:

c. Candidates who are prepared to ask questions are
able to take an active part in the interview as
opposed.to being always on the defense.

d. Candidates who ask questions often learn more about
the position and the people with whom-they may work -

than those who do ndt.

3. develop a position paper on_elementary school quidance. The
position paper is designea-to. rifTect the candidateri views
on elementary school guidance The candaIds are free to
explore a number of issues from their personal philosophies
regarding_the nature of than to describing -Ape theoretical
orientations or basis from which they choose to function.
The position paper reflects the role'of the gOdance
counselor as viewed by the candidate completewithlob
functions, goals, and objectives. The position paper is
not to be viewed as a rigid document, but as an everchanging
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.one, reflecting continuous growth in the guidance
counselor's conception of the, role. The position
paper, as a written document, may, or may not,'be..

shared with the interviewer/s. In either case, it

is a valuable process in which to engage for-the
following reasons:

Benefits:

,a. The position paper requires thd writer to conceptualize
.

the role of the guidance counselorand to take a stand
regarding many unsettled issues which surround the 'role.

b. Writing a position paper'is a thought provoking process
renuiring introspection, a thorough understanding of
the literature, and a commitment of self to one's
values, --Thegu-tdaneeeuunsclor whe4a4e5H4+e-writ-ifigh
of a position paper seriously wilIface few questions
in the interview for which a great deal of thought has
not already been given,

c. The position paper 6TaemonstratrcTof-tt4Candfdadnr
competence in written expression,

Selecting the guidance counselor. .Once all the data is in, the

,
guidance implementation committee has tthe difficult task of deter-

mining who will ,be hired. When the committee begins.to make its

decision, it should first review the school's position statement on

elementary school guidance; The position statement consists of the
.

school's guidance philosophy, guidance priority.goals, and a qsCrip-
,

tion of the counselor's role. , The candidates with the professiona

qualifications, personality charictetisIics, personal experiences, and

conceptions of the guidance role most in tune with the role expectations

of the'scKi0 should be considered for the position.

Usually thetop three choices for the position are requested to
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return for a second interview, at which time they are met in small groups

by parents, teachers, pupil personnel specialists, and ardren.it

Following these small group interviews, iis customary for the candidates

sand their families to be accompanied by a few members of the GIC on a

tour of the school district and community. The success of the guidance

program is as much related to the guidance counselor'Aqualificitions as

this person's adjustment into the community. Therefore, questions

pertaining to health care, reefeation.programs, pitximity to cultural

eventsTHcitmatiT-elL. are factors-to-be-considered by-the candidate and

his/her family before accepting a position.

The GIC makes its final selection based on data provided bythe

candidate, feedback received from the small interview groups regarding

their perceptions of the candidate, and the committee's-3609ment of

the candidate's ability.to provide the kind of elementav school guidance

program desired by the school/community,

The induction process. The'responsibility of the schoo /community

to establish an elementary school guidance program does not stop with

the employment of the guidance counselor. Anything that can be done

by the GIC to 0,se the induction process should be done. The objectives

of the induction process as outlined by Hill (1968) are:

,

1. to help the new staff member(s) achieve a useable,under-
standing of the philosophy, goals, policies, and, procedures
of the guidance program and of the schdoi-system of which
this program is an integral part.

.

.4
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2. to help the new staff member(s) achieve a Working under anding
of their own roles and functions within the program and ithin
the system.

3. to help the new staff member(s) twbecome,better acquainted
with the community, its people, the school patrons, parents,
community agencies,sand.personnel;

4. lo begin a systemattc.process of becoming better and better
acquainted with the pupils of the school. 1pp. 63-64)

at
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CHAPTER IV

ORGANIZATION OF

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. GUIDANCE PROGRAMS

The central purpose of education and guidance, taken in its

broadest context, is to enhance and facilitate meaningful learning

experiences for children. L.Rarning is defined as ". . . a change in

the individual and his environment, which fills a need and mak s him

'capable of dealing more adequately with his environment" (Burt 6,

1962, p. 13). The guidance counselor, in working with parents',

school personnel, and children, must-therefore be concerned with

. . enhancinging and improving the learning of the school and

community} so that each pupil, in the elementary school has an oppor-

tunity to learn to the best of his capacity" (Munson, 1970, p. 38).

Accomplishing, this monumental task calls for comprehensive planning

which taketibto consideration the needs of children, the curriculum

(the behaviors to be learned) and the learning environmentthe

Conditions of learning).

The organization of an elementary school guidance program begins

with the school's sefeValuation in'which plans Ire established and

carried out to accomplish the following ends (Chapter 11):

--Identification of-the priority educational/guidance goals
of the school.

2. Ranking the 'educational/guidance goals in order of their
importance to provide meaningful learning experiencei for
children.



I

3. Conducting, a school-wide, three prbnged needs assessment
evaluation for the purpose of ranking priority goals on
the basis of need. The evaluation should consist of:

a. an assessment of child needs (organic, social, and
ego needs).

b. an assessment of current educational programs
(including the behaviors required of children to
learn) designed to meet the needs of children.

5. an assessment of the physical and psychological
conditions (school en4ronment) of the school. which
ser o enhance and/5r detract from the learning
process.

4. Ranking priority guidance goals according to needs.

5. Selecting guidance goals and deterMining program emphasis
on. the basis of goal -priority and need.

`s

tganization of Elementary School Guidance
. .

.

Elementary school guidance goals are most effectively met through

guidance programs organized according to guidance services, guidance

dimensions, guidance fungtions, and guidance program elements. A brief

dbscriptio of each;p*the organizational component's follows:

O

: Guidance 'Services
.0

"Guidance services are the formalized actions taken by the

to make guidance operational and available to students!' (Sher

ichool

er and

-Stone;-1976;--v-39):- The services performed are unique in attire but
.

/ overlapping qualities. The services most often associated with

elentary school guidance are:
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Child study and appraisal service. The focus of this service is.

to assist parents and school (ersonnel in unddrstAnding children and to

enable children to better understand themselves. The process of self,

study leads to self understanding and a more accurate assessment and

utilization of one's assets and the ability to cope more adequately

with one's liabilities.

The testing service has often been considered a separate service

by many writers. Wowever, it is treated here as a part of the more

comprehensive and widely conceived child study and appraisal service

.

in which a va'riety of objective and subjective measures are used to

collect and analyze data of a peribrial, social, educational, physical,

and psychological nature. 4

information service is that part of

analysis of the current And future

Information service. "The

guidancy services devoted trran

environment of the student with emphasii'upon information that'is

occupational, educational, and.personal-social." (Norris, 1972, p. 28).

_ The service is concerned with the identificationaevaluation,"and

prQervation of relevant information in all tree areas and is designed

to assist children in making accurate, purposeful', and meaningful

decisions regarding areas of choice which are open to them.

Referral-placement-followup service. This-services provides assis-_,
Aff.

Lance to parent's, school personnel, children, and outside agencies in

properly placing children in programs (in-school and out-of-school)

that will provide opportunities and experiences designed to maximize

55 100
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theit'chinces for'apcces This service may be utilized in

.61

situations regarding gradeJevel placement,'school transfer, shifts

in school groups, special class placement, mainstreaming, referrals

to community

and different envir

ciec,'.1d orientation (maXIllzing adjustment to new

is }:
l

The follow-u aspect of thi servtce is employeeas a means of

', .

r

providing a continuous monlying system for the purpose of miasbring

program effectiveness in contributing to the individual growth and

development of those children referred to and placed in special pro:

grams.

Guidance Dimensions.

The dimensions of guidance represent

f.

a systematic Classificationassification
0

of guidance=goals organi2e&Accorting'to child development needs. The

,>.

tive dimensiops, although interrelated, are listed seporately.for

.

program planning and management purposes

The dimension of cognitive development. How children think and

learn is the focus of this dimeniion. The guidance counselorunderstands
.

. .

the 'nature of variant and deviant learning', has studied ;the effects of

.

the physical matur process on one's capacity to learn, is skilled

' A
.

, in the us e of alternative learning;styles; and is.prepaTed ,to explore

new and more promisin-g_ways to foster thinking in children. The ability
.

to vtilizi various thinking operations effectively, make'decisions,

and process information are examples of cognitiveabilities to be

.
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developed in childrenso'that they may fulfill their needs#nd become

1.
capable of dealino'More adequately with their environment.

The dimension of phys4cal 'development. Learning and physical

maturation are very much'retated. Children'have'physical maturation

/)
needs that must be attended tb.if they are` to learn'tO-the best of

"
their capa6ity. Topics like.body imagery, laterality, body in space,i. .
visual and auditory perceptioh, physical coordination (hand-eye

,

I

.1

1

I

coordination,'large.and small muscle'deveiopmdht), growth changes,-sex'

differences, sexual identity, role identification, and school readiness

are, representative of the many facets of physicff maturation whiCh are
,

. 1 -.

.: directly, related to and have a profound effectpeteaching/learning
.-

outcomes. Therefore, in developing a compreheniive/developmental. '

ecrucatibiiirl progralliTtWOhy5ical maturatjon nebdi of children must .

. .

be idWified;(understoOd, and addressed in every way possible so as to

,.
enhance their ability to.learri.

..

''

..)
_

:,,,. 0. ,

. The dimension of social development. McCa ndless (196 ?) defines;
.

socialization as ". . . a learning-teaching process that, when.suctess-

ful,*results in the human'organismis moving .from its infant fate-of

helplessness, but total egocentricity# t9 its idea/ l adult' state of.4

semi-conformity coupled witivindependent-creativity'' (p. 4t1). This
%

.

definition concerns itself with a
.
prcess y wcho bhi Winn beings became..

human as they learn the ways ofrthe culture and at thesanieftme become

. individuals in theirunderstanding,-interpretation, and transforMation

of learnings into petsonally:rique behavioral outcomes:
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Social 'devel6pment, as dimenstbn of guidance, is thus concerned

.

with'the da), to day influences affecting this process. Classroom

interaction, classroom climate, peer%relationships, and teacher-pupil
AP

interactions are all aspecq of greup dynamics having a direct bearing

on the socialization process. Now children feel about and relate with

their peers and teachers cannot help but be a determining factor in

influencing what is or is not learned.

The dimension .of self oncept development.. The major focus of
.
this dimension is the child as a person. While this is also true for

the other, dimensions as well, the sr concept dimension, insures the

fact that we do not lose sight of whatguidanceis.all about; that' 41..

being to assist children in self understanding and utilization of say

for thebeilefiTof-3V-f-an3V-socie y.

The counselor may be found helping children to identify and deal

with their feelings; assisting them in examining their.valUts;and .

listening to them talk about their fears, wishes, successes; and fai)-
, .

ures. This person atds.ieachers, parents, and-a4ministrators in
r .

understanding how their own actions influence the child's self concept

:and suggests ways,Of helping children develop positive 'feelings
.

toward themseives and others. Childre are encouraged to search for,

-

identify, and create their own unique
'
identities.

.

The dimension of-career development. ". . carbet is:like motion,

a time-extended working out of self" (Teideman tn.Shertzer and Stone,
0.

1976, P. 340). Children need assistance in identifying fulfilling
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role\ in trier environment. They need tarknow.who they are; what

they are; and wheretherare in relationship to their place in'the

famafly, school, community; and the society-at-large.

The guidance program in this,dimension focuses on,encouraging

. dhildren to

1- clarify and expand their undestandings of and attiAludes,,
toward themselves, their peers, and their families'', and

2. broaden their own life perspectives through exposure
to and examination of the world of work, leisure,
educational and training experiences (Ewens,.Seal, and
Oobson, 1975, p. 21).

iThe Guidance Functions

.

The guidance functions of counseling, consultlngi and coordinating

form-the comma''. ti a a through-whi-eh-gutdanee=sounselo4-perform

their work roles. in meeting the devtlopmental needs of children

(the five developmental dimensions), the guidance counselor 4renders.

'services to
.

children, parents, and school persOnnel. The successful
, ..

..
implementation of these serAces 4Child study and appraisal, infor- °

mation, and referral-placement-follbw-dp) often hinges on the interpekonal

relationships which develop and the effectiveness with which the guidance'
r

counselor is able toacommunicate with others.. The guidance counselor
4

will be called upon to counsel wfth teachers andchildren;,to consult

with teachers, 'parents, administrators, and educational specialists;

agd.to coordinate activities, services, hild,person.nel in.addressing
.-,

. .

school/community needs. ,
.

:
,

J . .
.
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Counselidr&An effective way of relating with children is through

counseling. The counseling relationship is one that exists between (

a trained counselor and one or more persons who gather for the purpose

of being helped to better understand and clarify their views of Self

so ihat they can make more meaningful and informed choices in areas

where choisis are,available to them'Otefflre-andGrant,61972).
-111" t s

.Couh§elin4 is a relationship; it is a process; it functions best

in a warm trusting atmosphere ; and 4t.serves to elph people make self

accepting choices. The relationship is one that fosters learning;

.

. personal development, and enhances self understanding, all of which

when processed, can be translated into a More ulnifiedrwhole and more

effective role behavior for the recipient. . .., -

9
, ..

Ttee-tenient-aryseheeeouns-e-torcouns-elswit-h--oh4Oren.

individually and in groups. The focus a the sessions may"be on :

.

,individually
. . ..

learning t6 work together, finding out what a fi:iend.is,,sharing
. .

ideas on a special topic,.. skill development ecision MakinV, thinking

skillt, communication skills, etc.) and exploring Self through values

itescounselor is concernedioith the ,normal`- variant behaviors-of,
. .

-,% Children and utjlfzei the counselidg function ...11 a meanito fester

clarification,and relatedeAkeriences.

.Self-underitanding
and promote self-directing behavi rs.

.

Consulting. The consulting function:in many ways is similar to

counseling. .Consultation-may be viewed as a process; as a relattonship

between two parties; and is solidly based on communication and human
tr

.1: #

.
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interaction. The goll of consultation,' as with counseling, is to

assist children in their development.

However, diffek.ences do eXist,4betweel the two functions. A major

difference is portrayed in the literature. Whqe counseling may be
.

viewed as a direct interaction between the counselor and the counselee,

consultation takes place between a counselor and-an intermediary

4 4

(teacher, parent, educational specialist, admi,istrator) who has direct

contact with the person or peop le to be served by the relationship.

Consultation with teachers is usually concerned with improvement
s 1 11 4 ..

w ).^ r ... and/or enhancement of the teaching-learning process. The contacts

. - ..;..4.

`,,:jmay involve the 'dissemination of inforilatinn, focus on the learning
.

4 ,

of desired classroom management, techniques, or involve the remediation

'

6f7F-TEIrning or behavioral-- VW-ern lrhe ciassrourt:

Coordinating. If the guidance 'counselor-ii to manage an 'ef=fective

guidance program, it will

indiVidual to involve. the

require the coordinating ability of this

participation of many people working together.

The counselor will want to involve teachers, parents, administrators,

as well as community related school specialists, in identifying the.

.

needs of children, developingoguidance goals and. objectives,destab-

program priorities, and evaluating program effectiveness.

Guidance Program Elements

The program

actiVities, 'tec

PP,

ements of a guidance-program.represent those

iques, and procedures utilized by teachers, guidance

6
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,counselors, and administratdrs to operationalize program objectives
,... 4,.

and
.

set
.

thesguidance services in motion.
.

.

/ ' \
«

Recipients of Guidance Services

Children, parents, teachers, educational specialists, adminis '

trators, school board members, and the community all may benefit from

guidance services.

Why the Organizational.Structure Works

A gUidance program should be organized In such a way that,it

(a) has an impact on the school; (b) involves personnel of the school;

(c)Thas clearly stated guidance outcomes1that are the center of focus;

and (dr tirEEts-sfeita 1ThEred3-01 el -soar .972)- -

A guidance program is sure to have impact on a school, its,

personnel, parents, and children if the program evolves because it k

is needed and that need can be clearly demonstrated. Guidance needs

',can be evaluated by (a) examining the organic, :social, and ego needs

of children; lb) assessing thecurrent educational program's success

in meeting those needs; and (c) by examining the school .climatic

.(---4
nditions (physical and psychological), which serve to enhance and/or

.

detract from the lea rnjng process..

A guidance program will be enally strong if it encourages the .1

involvement of others. A guidance program it more than ohe person,

office space, or a set of materials. The guidance counseldr must

°



,.
organize for teacher, parent, child, admiAistrative, and community

"involvement. In encouraging that involvement,\guidance counselors must

seek'to give away the4 power and expertise (Gelatt, 1971). Power may

be given away by lettinkothers share in the planning, decision making,

and doing. People respond and learn more effectively When they. are

motiOlaied. Involvement .increases motivation and learning. When this

happAs, the power is shifted to andshared with others. Ekpiiiise is.

given iway.when guidance counselors and others share their skills.

Teaching other people your skills helps to develop a closer working

relationship among people, heightens the impact of helping, and expands

the coverage of, services.

The effective guidance program is also organized for, outcomes.

What gets done-ts inure important-thin-what-is dons - I In addition,

is equally important to determine whether or not the outcomes are. worth

achievig. .

t

...

I.

..A final, but equally important consideration, is that the guidance

program be organized to meet special needs. Apuidance program will.

remain relevant,..purposeful, and meaningful "Mit cq inues to monitor

and reflect the needs of children, school personnel, and the community.

GuidanCe objectives should, therefore, always remain tentativelo,that

} they maybe altered and/or new ones added incompliancewitfeedback

received suggesting ways JD improve program outcoille.

qi
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How the Organizational Structure Works

'The'sguidance counselor, in sharing power and expertise with others-,

involves the total school /community in, selecting, developing, and

organizing the strategies tC be employed in operationalizing the elemen-

tary school guidance program. Working within the organizational

structure of guidance services', guidance dimensions, guidancefuncttons,

and guidance program dlements, the following step; are employed in,

preparing the guidance program for action:

1. Organize the guidance priority goals (Chapter II)
According to. the fiie.guidance dimensions'of development.

2. Select the goals that will become the focus of the

guidance program. These goals willbe selectedcn the
basis of their importabce in providin6 quality education
to children and on the feasibility of the school/
community to deliver'the necessary resources in
achieving ttivie-siredp-rugrarro-atcornes.

3.' State the program objectives for each guidance goal

// selected. The objectives should be\stated in terms of

/ results to be achieved and arranged sequentially in
the order they are to be accomplished.

.

'4. Indicate what. guidance services and prugrmn elements
(activities, procedures, and techniques)are-to be
utilized in implementing each of the stated objectives.
Be sure t6 pri1ide stip-by-step detailed dirtctions

'fot implementing the objectives., .

5. Indicap the names of people who will be providing

.

services as well as those receiving services in

.
achieving eAch of the guidance goals.

6. Establish an estimated time schedule for attainment of
each goal.

7. Establish procedures for monitoring the procesliand t

evaluating the worth of goal outcomes in's4tisfying
program needs.. -

4
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Step five of the procedure calls for additional Lodectives. Sitice

ckther individuals in addition to the guidancicounselor will be involved

in providing gujdance services, they too will 'Ad to know what their

individual roles and responsibilities will be in meeting the needs of

thcise with whom they.will be working. 'Likewise, those receiving services t

"will,want to know what the expected outcomes are to be and their respective

responsibilities in helping 'to achieve the desired outcomes.

. The guidance counselor, inworking.with 'significant others, will

_.utilize the communication functions of counseling, consulting, and

coordinating in conductinipthe school /community's efforts to produce

the desiredservicps.

./

r

O
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CHAPTER V .

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

While parents, school personnel, and childi.en may havesome
a

familiarity with elementary school guidance programs, a twb-phased
A .

orientation process should be implemented in order to maximize the
Is

most conducive working relationship possible between the schoblY

.

community and the newly hired guidance counselor. 'Phase I of,the

implementation process is primarily designed to_acquaint the guidance

counselor with.the various publics and to prepare the school/community

for involvement in the guidance program. Phase II explores procedures

and activities to insure for school/community participation in the

guidance program._

Phase I: Preparation for School /Community Involvement

The guidance counselor and members of the GIC have an important,
,

Tole.to play in getting the totaliguidance program,o4 to a good

start. The Phase I objectives of the imOlementation process ditect

the guidance counselor to:

1.. become to tailje familiar with the school,'s educatiOnal

program; its philosophy, goals, and o ctives.

2. become acquainted on an Informal asis, with children,
parents, teachers, administrators, and school board
members.

A

.

..
,

. meet with the school administrator to discuss the
.,guidance counselor's role and begin making plans for

.

introducing the guidance program to the school/community:

. .1

4.. introduce the elementary school guidance organizational

sla



structure (services, dimensions, f nctions; and
.elements) to the school/community.

5. «conduct an informal assessment of the 'community's
understanding of the guidance program as it h s been
presentdg. It is important to reemphasize i Phase I
that the school/community has a major rot o play in
s4aping elementary school guidance. The purpose of
Phase I is not to dictate a program, but to communicate
the organizational structure-of the guidance program ,

and what it means for progr.am impfementation, aid

management. k
.

s

Phase I should begin approximately two or three weeks'prior to the

beginning of school. During this time,, the guidance coun?lor, can be-

come familiar with the school's educational program, the facilities,

and meet with the principal to discuss the guidance program.

The School Building and its Facilities

The elementary school guidance counselor should become familiar. 441C

with, the school building and facilities. A knowledge of both will

enable this person to work more effectively with children and the

staff. The guidance counselor'can accomplish this task by:

I. becoming familiar with the bUilding. locate offices,
classrooms, and available work space. Discover where
the guidance office is located in relatiogship to other
offices; its ease of access by children, parents, and
teachers; and the probability of maintaining privacy
due to location.

2. making a survey of the books+ tests, equipment, and
supplies' maintained by the school. Note storage
locations of supplies, determineeprocedures to procure
needed materials, and evalualle the Suitability of

. existing program materials and supplies to,cpritrfbote .

to the new guidance program.

67.
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3. moving into the %Nance office and preparing for its use.

The School.Program

Learning about the school's_ academic mogram, administrative

poliqles, and basic institution:1 goals is a must if the guidance

Counselor is to become a contributing member of the school team. The r!

are many things that this person can,do in gaining an in-depth under=

standing of school practices and procedures.

1. btain copies & all policy making handbooksfor'personal
view.

,2. Become familiar with'the school's curriculum, its purpose,
_focus, and,content.

3. Examine-the school's testing program. Find out what tests
are being-used and for what purposes.

4. aecome familiar with the pupil record system. What is
'the school's policy regarding the Collection, maintenance,
use'and release of pupil record data? Does the school
have a handbook that outlines the school's policy?

Examine the cumulative record folders and standardized
test score restilts of children in the school. What Is
the overall achievement record of the st.ifool? Is th2
school satisfied with the students' academic prpgress?

6. Requestlh copy of the school's needs assessment.(in;titu-
,

ttonal evaluation). What are the needs of yfungsters as
viewed by the school/community?.. How does the school's ,

educational philosophy, goals, and objectives compare
with the guidance philosophy and role description of
the elementary school guidance counselor?

. .

7. 'Request a copy of the guidance budget. What items are
included in theudget?

1p
,

Put together a tentative int of needed guidance program
.

d'y,".:*YRx

--+
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materials. Discuss the guidance budget with the
buildinglprincipal.

9. Make plans wit h the principal and the GIC to inclement
Phase I programming. :

Meeting with the.BuildingPrinelp41
.

Prior to the arrival o44 students and faculty, the guidance

counselor and builtiing principal should meet Mt plan the manner in

which the guidance program will be presente4 to children, school

.,
personnel,. parents, and school board members; Other piles to be

41.

discussed are as fol lows:

Review the guidance counselor's role and function.
N

2. Explore each other's respective philosophies.of.education
and guidance

3. Plan for the

services.

.

,

organization and implementation of guidance
.

.

4, Anticipate program needs as they relate to guidance
.

facilities, program materials, ibudipt,.monthly inservice
programs, and.the formation of a guidance implementation'

( committee (GIC) if one does not exist. of

.

It is important for the guidance
%
Counse/or to develop a closer.

working relationship with the building prOcipal. This individual is

responsible for all that happens in the building-and must be kept
. .

4 6

- informed about all program needs and Ove)opments".. :The buidfng:

0-incipal,lends early.support-Ao the guidance program' by performing.

0
eight major guidsnce functionsftas noted by Shertzer-and Stone (1966):

V ..4
1. Secure adequate numbers of competent-coUnselors for

their uhoolt. Essentially.this statement ca Ids for
i.

i .., «
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workable student andstaff ratios. The guidance
literature gener014..supports the notion of one
counselor per building with a maximum of 600 children'
and 20 teachers,..as being a manageable staff/students

environment.

2. Assure that roles of counselors are defined and that the .

staff members are able to function in these roles. The
qiiiTUT-ng princTpal lends support to the GIc and guidance di

counselor in assisting in the development of anleceptable
guidance role and then provides additional support fh
helping the s/aff function within that-role. ,' ,

,

3. Provide,adequate physical facilitiet and materials. The

importance of this charge was discuued in Chapter III. 1
It takes a budget; physical facilits, and. materials
to fully support an effective guidance rogram

4. Interpret to teachers and the th objectives and
activities of school guidance. The buiTTITng principal-is

a key supporter of the guidance program.. The successor
failure of an otherwise pidmising program often resides

. in this person's hands. The building principal can sell z.

the guidance program by beingknowledgeable about it, 1)5+,4!
recognizing and communicating a need for -it, and by
sharingexpected.and dedired program outcomes with the
school/comm!.inity.

.
. .

5. Establish and encourage a school puidance Committee to
serve As an advisory and policy recommending body.-.e
importance of the guidance implementation committee has
be discussed throughout this monograph. In addition to
being an advisory' arid- policy recommending body:, it helps

to insUre the involvement ofsmany peoille in evvryaspect
of decision makOngi

4
"

, .

y
6. Promote.inservice educati n uidance forthe facult

Inservice e cation .i's an lmpoftel par o any gu ..nce
program. A building' principal.that sDpQorts guidancq,
creates, iniervice and planning -time to insure forprqgram.
.9towth andrsolidailty.

7. Encoura el formal evaluation and im Yovement of the Uidanct'.
program. WidanceA)rograms't at un ergo continuous evl
Jiation,ifith forthcoming improvemen that comply with '

- needs, wi.J1 have a positive pact otrthe growth

I) ft.

.
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and development 6f'Childreni;The building principal who,
suppdrts evaluations and program improsiements paves the
way for And encourages school/community participation in
this endeavor.

8. Consult with teachers and counselors 4arding specific
needs and problems. The bldin Incipal is Indeed a
.key member, of Thischool guidance eam".- This is just one
%more example of the signOicance.of.the4pyilding prin-

.. c:ipal'S role in keepinOht school functf6ning inan
educationally Ineanjngful and productive manner,' The

guidance counselor ha$ an equal,responsibility of keeping
the buildin rincipal-informedand involved inthe
guidance program:, Working together, the principal:And
guidance. counselor cdn make good things happen for

children.
,

Guidance service expectations. While the-buildfng principal puts

-}

.forth a great

program, this

deal of effort to insure for an effective guidance

';*
.

.

person should likewise expect to be therecfOient Of

'guidance services. The building, principal and the school board of

education should expct tq benefit'frOm guidance servicesrendered

'to school personnel , parents, and chil

services enhance the total educitional

ir 0
dren, espeCially when these

Learning experience. The

.whoJe educational process is improved when the.school_lca limate is con-
)

- _ u.
- ,

ducive to: learning and"the behaviors to be earned are geared to M'tet
. , .. - t

.- a.
.

.

the need of children. In addition to ihes overall benefits, the
/ ,

..7.

. sp

building.principal canexpect astAtance from the gyidanci:counselor
A

)

in that thiS person Gam.
4,

%

.

1. serve as a sounding board" forth& principal who hhs
new ideas about up-grading the overall curriculum of
the school.,

2. serve at- times, as a liaison person between principal

I

f
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and.teachers, principal and community, principal alAl

pupils. JJ

3. serve on curricOual and boole-revision committees.

4= provide infOrmation for the administration concerning
the social, economic, and academic backgrounds of
pupiis.N4

.6: provide information forthe administrator concerning ," .
general and specific Achool achievement"..

6. a'heip organize parent orientation groups.

7. "help prOvide ieseriifce tiPaining for faculty and staff:

8. help with the planning of .tge.schobl handbool. *

9 serve as a resoutce personor information rnegardingchild growth and Oevelopmenp. '.

, ) .
.10. help plan for the of individua1 pupil

folders and cumulative ecords (Stone and Peer, 1970).
-.4 *

4

Involving the school /ortimuni ty' tn the. Guidance 'Program

c.

In.addltiOn to mee g with the bOldi4ng principal, the guidance

counselor; should 'plan to become acquainted with members of the school/
. :''',

community. They too will have ab opportunity to become acquainted

with the guidance ,counselor". During 'the first few week of school;

the guidance counselor should visit the community (agenlekbusiness,

a
industry,'and service organizatieis) and spend time on an informal

. I

.basis with .teachers,' parents, children, and school board,membergio. The
..

"
time can 'be "utilized in getting 'acquainted with one another and dish

cussing elementary school guidance and program service expectations.

A

r i
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Meeting with the Teachers 1 ,
S

In introducing the guidance counselor to the staff, the building

,, f
prinCipal should explain to- teachers thakt this person will be spending

.
2,

the first few weetks meeting everyone and learning about the school's

guidance needs. The guidance counselor who is assignedto one building
A

s 1.4

will have many OpiVitunities to engage in informal cohversation. .Con-
-

tacts--can be made wiih teachers before the day begins, in the teacher's
. .

lounge, in the cafeteria, in social contexts, and through regularly

.scheduled appointments.. As,

e f
As aArap.port develops, the guidance counselor canlinvve teachers

more readily in theguidance program through inservice education,

'small group meetings,_ eminarso and classroom demonstrations. The

focus of these sessions shoul4 be on introducing the .)sganizational

.structure,of the guidance
*
program to teachers, discussing guidance

2 -
. ,. .

program, goals and objectives, reviewing'fArlt year expectations of the
,..

.

. -

*gram, 'and sh$ring with them, guidance service benefits they can
.

. -
. .hoPe,to .experience as a result of the program. . .

Guidance service expectations., So that teachilkmay more fully
. ,

appreciate the breadth of services passible; the guidance counselor

N

,

should convey,, through a.viriety of adtiliities and deMonstrations, a

.

sample.f those 'service benefit's.
,

.

C

L .Consults with and assists teachers i,p planniing ptogr.ams
and activities for childrerViv are experiencing

.%.
..deficitin perceptual motor ddvelopment.,

2.. AssAts t a5hers in planning Classroom learning

r
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experiences designed to enhance the physical matur-
ational development of children.

`3. Conducts nservice programs with teachers on topics
dea14ng wi sex.role identificatinn,sex differencet
"and leardin , schoel,entrance and"readinev, and related,
aspects-of hysical maturation and.learning.

4. .Helps to hers examine teaching styles, Variant Modesof learnarttofgand related techjiques for the purpose o
accomMo variations in individual styles of pupll ,J
learnin

4

.
"t. Helps teachers explore a variety Of thinking skills :

(observing. comparing, analyzing, criticizing,
summarizing,, etc.-) and relates theirOmportance.to the
teaching-learning prOcess'and the developMent of critical
thinkers. Ways of incorporating thinking and decision -

making skills into the curriculum are avenues to be-.
epplored by teachjs and.gUidance couns ors,.

011100

6. Conducts research, i4entifies community,re urces**, and

shares ideas and filateials:with teachers-tha -wfll
benefit their understandiln'and enhance their approaches

'in addressing variant aria deviant mental. rocesses in
, nthildren.. . .

,

,r:'
....

.....-:

,

i. Provides assistance to telidiers in- helping them to

examine .their own values-, attttudes,-and-beliefs.and. ..

how they feet their judgments Oboutshildcep441i4room
interact on; teaching stylg, and curriculum. > ,

, s

;

.

8. Assists,teachers in recognizing the impirrtkice o' the ,

socialization process.in"a/lieving an identity and .

.

learning.thlays of the. ,cult A, Teiachers arse 7e

encouraged t incorporate .conAppts:arid'understandings"
4i.

4 about the socaalization prOcess/into their classrooms.
. .-"

. . ,-

Conducts iinserv4g sessions with tealters on the
development of VIE self concept. T chers are assisted
on how to relate classroom learning experieneei and
activities topositivt self concept development in

. .

. . 's .
, 4. -.?

10. eachers experience methoptancrmaterials:that will.
enable them to more efffiptively assist p.hi/drenin ;
assessing aspects of their own self concepts_ .

t.

I
e

..".-

t

4
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11.- Assists teachers in exploring the.rneaning of terms
like career, career developippnt, career- education,

and career awareness as the,'have meaning for the
elementary school child. (.)

12. Encourages and assists -teachers to incorporate career
awareness planning into their curricul

ltiegti.nt wi th Children
_, ...4%.,,

._,. .. -Since guidance programs eXist for the benefit of all children,`.
. .

it is especially important. that theftindersiand and become, inv.olved
. . . . . .

in the guidance, program. The guidance, counselor can begin introducing'

the program' in an informal way bjf spending time with children, listen-.. .

ing. ti:1\ them, -and enjoying _their company; Whether on the 'playground,
/

in he .cafetertia, in the hall,'on the street, no matter chat environ-

t, 'it can be conducive to.,.'caring-and sharing: = ,

. The guidance-dounsejor can'eariti. much about children and their. . , .1/
.

-view of the ivorld "by.enCoaraging them.to'discuss -their needs; thiiir
I 'A. Ir v4,, . .

. , ., . ,
. ..

impressions of school, their ltkesyand dislIkes, And their suggestions,
% . .

. regarding wa in which their school and k?mactivitiescould, be morev
s ,

personally' szti sfying.- . : N. .

. Talking,with children 'and. spend z. e ..11

ng time with them are ways. o
. - .. . -

4
.

d.iiplay caring and t ten , "bu t the ui-dance- counselor

1)--...dan,..demonstrate'andinteresi in-childreri in tioy oth r ways as well.
.

Fesexample, the guidance counselor can begin by :lear .the names

'of children. The ask requires little effort, put has a high return

valve. This perS cal also recognize- childrenes accompiStiments *ha- 5: ,

s

-1 ,

(

_
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3; provide encourageAnt though a smile pat on:the'back, a written

message, or a telephone tall, Children feel _good when they are
4

appreciated and their _successes are valued by others,. A guidahed

--.
. .. _...

counselor who wants to develop rapport viitil childt,s4-an a at thl, same
. .

. .

, time make them feel a. part of the guidance program can go. a . s. te4._
.

,./

further by inviting ttieir.parpcipation in the decprating'of the

guidance office-. Let them make a rug or cu7 ions. out of,remn-anfs,
. .

.
.

. , ask f their assistance in' pl ning.the,di dance. program, and have-

them participate in pr .oviding I gestions for giving the guidance
.

office an interesting name,,thus onveying the .meaning of guidance to'
--

.. . ,
A A

kids. .
,..

- 4 4 . . ,. .

As. chi 1 dren become, more acquainted with "ihe gpi dance .counselor,
. .

,more f9rmal ized proceshik may be used to -convey guidance -servi,as. to .

.

r
. .

- .

.? ,

) .

. ,

'

"
,

4

activities (rPaking bulletin boardsl, poste rs,' and prepping audio_'

. -: .
visual-- materials)..

. . t.

children. As teachers are- able o schedule time, thettitinselo-i-ein-:
.

sr"

,visit the classroom. Several short ssroom visits, over_a,periokoi
. .

time, will 'be more effective in communicating the.' red''role to
- .

:f- .. :

childre'n than the use of long, uninterestiOg;.41d Often 'Meinihgless

1 eC tures Chi Aireno n becomurther acotiairited the counsel or' s

*role, thre,ugh homemade or commercially' prodtteed f.)181strips, reading

daterial participation in small group .develoPmental guidance. sesSio s, .

using the classroom. guidOte center,..-ad helping: in pup: icrelattoils

r
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Guidance services expectations. Children can expect to be the
#

recipienft-of.guidance'service experiences inwhich the guidance.

counselor: v
,

1: counsels with children ,who are expePriencing.fivstration

or failure because of phys4cal maturation problems.

2. works' with children on such related topics as sek role
identification and physical/emotional 4djustments to
normal develo0Wental bodily changes.

3. assists in the referral and placement
various prOgramsmost suited to their
needs -.

4
of. children into

developmental

4. counsels,with individuils Or groups of chcidren in .,

developing thinkin , decision waking, and communication
skills.* .

. .

5. assists children fn evoluating their learning excellences
by bringing.into their frrif.of awareness the cognitive

. /) lipid affective dimensions of the learning process.'
-1.

helps children examine their own values and to participate.
fully in the process of valuing. . -.

. .
qr

conducts counseling4sessions that focus on developing
gr2up work skills ). establtshing,conducive peer re+ation-
ships, promoting understanding of .one's behavior in
social situations, etc.

i
' ) .

8. provides coupeling and guidance sessions that,are
deli ned to the growth alTdievelopment,of
posit ve self-C ncepts.

\./.. ,
.

_assis children in 040ning their on needs-, feglings,.
attitu es,-beliefs, Cafacities, and v ues in ac ieving
self ode standing and a more effective:ctilizat- on of
self.

10. assists children process ofsdii-ecting theff. own

4

-
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Meeting with Parents'

!

1 The guidance counselor who desires a well rounded guidance

1
,

I '

.11.

I

I

:

O

program with maximum benefit to children Will certainly want to include

parental participatitn in the guidance program. Therefore, becoming

acquaint withiparens and_ stimulating their interest in elementary

tschool g ance is a must, The inventive gAdance counselor will

utilize ihrerable ways of.rommunicating "the guidance. role to par

!**110.0
One way of,cbsownicating-with parents about eleientary school

-..
.

newsletter which can be mailed to them. Theguidance is.jhrough

.,newsl to migh tain a brief autobioT4aphical sketch about the

- I

eleme arycou sel ; a brief descriptibn of the guidance services to

. b offered; p question and - answer ection dealing with basic concerns,
; -

. #

' , 0b
. a

4sues, and points of interesta6ou the program; a want ads column;

.

'.. t'.. '' le ters.to the editor,. and a public relatqons section. The counselor
. i ....

.. 0,
.

could also offer services thrpugh'the sletfer to speak at luncheons,
. .

,» *: church groups; c clubs, heighborhoOd cof s the PTA, and related

'''..4', -- % Av %; .: . .
.

,
..

.

i... orgahil4Sxons bout rlementdiy school guidance. A speaker request
1.N iA - .;:-...... ''.. , --

_

lc: :. for0Pcoutptge'included for interested groups to fill out and return
,-

,t.

..'".. .. --!. oto the school.
.

.

.

- . .
s, -,... T e idance c4unselor should become as visible as possible, making

- open'house,

to y 'sit !

t

'S

. every ttempt to meet with parents,at PTA. meetings, schodl

and at social events. The counselor should invite parents.
the guiddnce office; e ourage their use of-the telephone' when school

.

"

Visitations are impossible or imp
'

l', and kheduleone or two

. .0
,
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./.1 evenings.a week to be at school to meet parents whose work conflicts

. with school hours.

As parents begin to realize that the school has an elementary

sc ool guidance program, more forilalized approaches foe acquainting .

.

t em with guidance services may be employed. For example,a slide/

tape presentation on the role of, the eleentarysChool guidance

counselor could be presented with a question and answer periodoto

follow. The guidance counselor could also utilize.video tapes or live
1

demonstrations using ,children to show various techniques, procedures,

A

and activities that are used in the field. Magic circle, values '

clarification, and DUSO (Developing Understanding of Self and Others)

demonstrations are interesting to watch and effeitively communicate' .

, .

various dimensions of helping. A.similar use of demohitrations with .
4

. 4. .

parent involvement is yet another way to initiate Parentdiscuskions
.....
. ,

on the role of the counselor.

As.interest builds.in the guidance program.parents can be invited

. to participate on a volunteer. basis ?in a parent advisory council. The t

council assists the guidance counselor. in identifying parent needs,

concerns, desii-e Ler specific information,nd explores possible topics

'of interest that could be discOssed in parent edudqllon meetings. Many .,

parents are also interested in volunteering their services to the

school. Yet these same parents are often not sure what services they .

can contribute nor are they aware the particular needs of,the

school. The guidance counselor can Help,parenitiook at their own

,0

D.
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.talents and suggtst ways in which the

-,ben4fit.from.wiluntper service (Appendi

1-

Chool,an.d their children can

1.
.1

Guidance service expectations. The focus, of Phase I involvement

is to develop a 4sitive'working relationship with the counselor's
/

'publics and to suggest ways in which they can contribute to and benefit

from an effective elementary school guidance program. The following

"guitance activities should be conveyed to parents as examplei of day

A:**

in'which tgey can personally' benefit from entary safol g

program. Ilit elementary school guidanc counselor..

1. lelp4 parent f to better understand the relationship.
that ex,istsIbetween their child's physical maturation
and UV teaching- learning process.'

2.' provides assistance to parents by way Cif
suggestions,tand group sessions thet may
their child's readiness for and ptici
learning Oocess at all levels within the

o

li etature,
6ce

in the
em. .

_3. helps.parents to become,familiar with thelearning
process and different mode.and styles,of learning
through demonstratid s, information sessions, and
the use of material

' 4. helps parents identi y community resource personnel
having the necessaryskills and qualifications to
assist children' in fully developing theirmental
procelses.

'5., explores with parents.their approaciies value develQP-
.

ment in the home and parttcipates wi them in examining
various methods and technique4 th)t an IA used toielp
children ,identify and clarify tip* own values.

6. conducts parent education rograms fdr.the-Peplese of
providing information and 'scussing the,family'g
,role in the socialization Process.

8Q

c
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1S. .
,...

.

7. helps,parents explore their own' needs, concerns, 'r

failures,,joys't and successes raising children. .

.,

Parents- may choose t ss child management concerns' .

elated to suck top'cs as discipline, helping children ,,f
some responsibili y, making decisions,.and ways to

improve parent-child communications.
4

8. provides parent' seminars on self concept development
in children. TheNqvcdancg counselor can explore ways
in which parents can contribute to the enhancement
of a positive self concept in ir children.

.

-
c

4

f

9, introduc s parents to career wareness In the elementarye
school an discussef the importance of their roles'as .

parents,i contr4buting to the career develoRment of ,... .

their children. .. ., 4.

," 10. forms ArentgaAscussion 50 education groups for the

syth topics'as sex education, effective parenting,
,

purpose of having them become more acquainted with
.

(
learning disabilities', siblin rivalry; child devel0f._ .

ment, psychOldgical education, behavior modification,
play therapy, child study, and helpinp children deal \.__./-'\

with 'death. ,

_ . t

.
.

Hill and Luckey (1969) Vnd that there. is a strong need for. ',
40

counselors to ;work wiih'parents, indicating that.they are receptive, \L'

, . . )

4 :

. 6 .
.. ,

eager to learn, and willing helpers in addressing the needs of their

. --
children: .

For the most part, parents are eager to learn,'
especially if they are well tamght. They want to learn
about the normal growth and development patterns of
children, about social And emotional maturing,.siblinm
rivalryyld strife, family recreation, nutritiqii, clothing,
values, nd stantards. they want to know especially akout
discipline and its relationship to punishment and reward
. PoTents'are concerned about helping. their child
now so that as an adult he can live moresuccessfully than.
his parents haveein a world that is bound tobe so0allyi
more complek 309

r
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, Meeting the School Community_

`Schools functln best in catnunittes which mutually respect and

support one a other's' interests and goals. The:-school 'looks to the

community fo fifrancial support,. for its approval of new and revisedl
programs, rand t continued acceptance of existing school practices.

Likewise, the. to unity looks to the school in providing quality

education for children and in prodttcing. citizens who will benefit

society. if -both groups are to unite and function as a.-cohesIve unit,

they must mutually interact with;one another, as compared with merely

reacttng to each other.

As a key figure in,theschool fn helping to develop a positive

school /community relationship, ,the-elementarts hoof counselor must

first 'come.to' know and understand,, the community. As they guidance .

Counselor becoMes more familiar >with the community, many ideas" will

bd generated suggesting ways in which the school and comnunity can

ass:lit'each other in more adequately preparing children to live life

, more'fully, now and in the filture.- 4

1- During the first few weeks o stiool--,--the Mance counselor can .

become 4cquainted. with the work of service Organizations' such .as he--------,
1

.-7---___________:._

. .
-Jaycees, Optimists, Lions, Family and Yo,yth Services, public health . .,

F

O

-to

. 4, .

4

-
, department, and

.
mental health clinics. A knoWledge abotit -these,

- .., .
'organization'abd- personal contact wi4i key individuals. may later- ,

assist the guidance.counselor in making parental and child referrals,

in securing specialists for iriservice workshops and consultative

! 82
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services, and in providing public relations support for elementary...
. .

school guidance. In return, these organiiitions also benefit since:
. -

their services may become more widely understood .arkd, receive greater

1.

4

use by those parents, children, and educational sPeciiallsti,who learn.

about therir.programs through the elementary scholiguidancecounselor.

The guidance counselor should`make an attegipt to become timiliar.
,

with community businesses and .industries. If at allpossible, the
,

w It
Counselor should visit tft se places of employment and became familiar

wi th ,communit* living ttanda
.

and economit concerns. ,The.counielor

should dikustwith community workers their views on education and

determilie what relationshipif any, they 120 ieve exists between-the,.

'world of work and the 'goals sid aims of education.. ind otit what -
.. -

advice they have which could make eatcation,more purposeful, meaningful,

. and relevant. vExplore `with community workers ways .ih which their
A /

experiences.lcould serve Jo entlaime.,the learning
.

talents,

process,

The

',chi] dren

tnereby b'enefi tinrchil dren. : h 'n
. ,

guidande counselor can, become famil-ilarMth the needs of
. .

and the community j:Ctalking with the s.chool custodians,
A

nurse, and attendance officer about theirimpressions of the area and

11-

,

there
1 .

_the 1 ives" of the people 'who live . A. ride, on the school bus can
- ,

. .
. . .

. ... ...- i provide:Err-interesting view of the community. Many bus drivers are'.
------4-------L.:,

o
also very close to the children ancrts-e, he serve and 'have

. . , .
1 i ved tin the' community for many yq?ars. .Thei r experiences arid knowle
. . p .

, 'A.
- about the people andthe area can be utilized in providing needed,

le

r
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guidance sirvices.to the community.
-

%
. ,

juida
. ,

- .; As the counselor comes to know and understand, the A' - .

. .'a

community, the community in tOPW-willbegin to apprdPiate.the school.

and Cooperation-between the WI will grow.
e

'business ,groups fund worthwhile projects,
.

Many jridustrif and

supply needed materials,

provide consultants, and generally assistin contrib
W

betterment of,their community. They will do the sari

they/ recognize the significance of their 4)ationship to the School

ing to the

for schools once

and the educative process. The. school, hoWeyer, mmst:be willing to

..take.the first'step in developinf a clbser working relationship-with
.

the commu ni ty.
P

>

8

Guidance servl expectations: The community can expec

4 benefit from, guidance services by::

1; having children who respect the lives, 'values,. a94
. . property rights of.others. -

2. having chdren who can communicate effectiiely with
.. , .,

others, process information, think for then-melt/0,4..4.

. . and make sound decisions which will, benefit themselves
and the community:

4

#

.i
10,

,.!11 3 'having fewer school dropouts, a lower.crime rate,
'reduced drug and alcoholic abuse. and fewer runaways

,
and suOides from childrinwho haft learned' to view
themselves not as failures apid outcasts, but as
success oriented fndiv,dualewitha vb ed place. in

the hi e shoOl, community, and soci ty

.
./

e

.

41-ene ary_56hocil guidAnce is tebe.viewed is a purpeiefUL

he Elementary SchbOl Program in Practicehase II:

.

4.

,
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realistic, and ning r5gram, one that is to be maintained and

supported by-the school/co nity,. then many people, not just one

person, must become involved in priding the needed lervices. Only

twhen thg guidance program is viewed as an integral part of the total

, g. ,

.

educational process and.is shared by all, will, it receive. the *port
.....-

,
of all, not just the support of one: .

The.objectives of Phase II are to:

I. inforM the school/cOmmunity of its responsibilities
in maintaining a successful guidanceprogram, and

2. 'involve and Support the school/community in guidance
. .

related programming. ,

Guidance_ Responsibilities and the Role of the School/Community

An elementary school guidance program.can benefit the total

school/community, butike anything else, the return is in direct

proportion to the input., This section of the monograph will examine

some of the ways in which administrators, teachers', parents, chidir<;-1,.

and the community can contribute to the well being of a succe /sful

guidance pTbgram. ,

Responsibilities of the building principal. In addition to the

eight suggestionsoade by Shertzer arid-Stone (1976); there are other

ways in which the building.principal can support elementary school

guidance!

I. The building principal and the guidance director insure

1'85



the integration of elementary school guidance into the
total educational progrart Guidance is not to be
created as a separate subject to be taught once a week
in each classroom with the guidance counselor assuming
total responsibility for services rendered.

2. The building principal d nstrates support of elementary
school guidance by pro iding positive reinforcement to
those who participate in the program. Teachers, like
everyone else, need to be encouraged for doing something
new and different. They need to be recognized in some
way.for their efforts. The principal can sa thanks

_for getting involved with a kind word,t,y pa ticipating
in a guidance activity with the children, by providing
funds for the purchase of classroom guidance materials,
and by arranging for media coverage of an exciting
program.

3. The building principal clearly understands the major
differences between guidance and administrative roles
and is, therefore, careful not to place the guidance.
counselor in situations which.lead to role confusion,
and/or sonflict.

ar

4: The building principal handles punitive disciplinary
cases, but consults with'and involves, the guidance
counselor in'helping-these children' assume responsibility
for their actionst_be(ome.more effective and responsible
Aecision-iiikeri, and assists them in other ways which
will lead to desired changes in behavior.

5. The building principal encourages' the direct use of
guidance program services by parents, teachers, educatIonal
specialists,, and,the community.'

6. The building principal makes direct use of the guidance
program and relies heavily On the guidance counselor's
expertise in such areas as testing, undersfinding.the
needs of children, enhancing.school and classroom
climates., group dynamics, learning, and child growth and
develophent.

7. The building principal and the guidance counselor work
closely together_in developing apprOpriate and effective
lines of communication between the guidance program and
those,who make use of the services.

86
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8. The building principal, with assistance from the guidance
counselor, is the spokesperson for the guidance program
and ooMmunicates program gdals, needs, successes, and
failures'to the school board and, the community. The ';

ivilding principal is ultimately responsible for he
content and prait1ces of the guidance program.

Responsibilities of the facult. While teachers should expect

to be the recipients, of relevant and usefulluidance services, they

are also the key figures in support of the g ance program and'have

responsibilities of their own in contributing itssuccess. Only

when teachers. and the efementary guidance counse or work together

as a cooperative unit can the needs of children be met. 'Appendixes G &

H contain a list of.useful classroom guidance resource materials, books

and kits that will assist the teacher in assailing guidance responsi-

bilities in'the classroom.

Some of the specific guidance responsibilities that teachers can

respond to

/

in the classroom are:
.

.

1. ;to organize for involvement in th guidance, program.

//a. plan regularly scheduled team c ricUlum meetings
which involve the guidance counselor.

.9t

I.

b. schedule two (2).thirty minute' consultation periods
a week with the elementary guidance counselor.

c. arrange the classroom environment foi guidance.

I. plan a guidance interest center on some aspect
of guidance. . .

2. have a place in the rood for guidance materia\$ .

and their-iie. .

81,1
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2. to identify'ctildreffs needs a
are being met.

.

3. maintain a guidanaelre e
'materiais and ideas can

d. set a goal to.executeftwo,p
projects' psemester Ad pl
counselor:, .."`

organi2e-a teacher gutdancelcoMmi
tativei from eaah grade 1. T

level0 The committee can ssist
becoming &ate of guidance eri
distributiing materials-to t
Use them; and encourage tea
inservice programs, semina

,.. ... .1

ence41file tn

e vlIcelfoiteasy access.

thre classroom ANidance
to i volye.the.guldafte.

.

tee with repkesen-
am.plan acrOsgrade:
faculty members in .°

Is; plan ways of
achetslwho would tiCe to
hersIto subrOt'id as for
workspps, actiOty

f

1

periods and classroom vis, tatidnsk.

d t4 degree towkichit*c: I

,e.

3, to recognize and refer out th se children. who have v3eaial / 't

needs that are mot being adeq atelY met idithe normal-
classrogm setting.

.

,

.1

4. to actively participatcin's ool interytce training

programs with a guidance foc I

d 8

5. to participate in.developing guidance oriented.0)ssroomi :
' andenqouragilhg others to do the same.

- 0.
6. to recognize the child asa earner. This suggests.that

teacherS"needito know' how c ldremlearn (principles of
learning)` and how teaching nelates to learning.

-
,

1. to 'addre1s the question of vihat need to know
Aft today's society ih order to achieve a meaningful
and satitfyipgexistence.

8. 1to teachchfldren howglo think and ,to tailor the school,
curriculum in order to:encourage and reward indelierident
.thinking. , %

. t

. 4." ay.

9... to allow .childien to eA3Tbrethe realm of chgosinj, to
mfke chojces', to live with,their dhoiceq, and .tp-
evaluatettliem in light of

.
new opportunities to We.

additional choiaet. . ,
.

'. I ,

10.' to have children participate in decision - making,. goal ,.....

, .
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setting,' and risk taking ventures:thatencourage the -

Operiefilpg of self.

. Is
U.:, to encourage parents to participate in the education 9f

their children. , ,

, 1
... i

12,. to stress hetalthy mental and physical development of
children both in words and practice,

,
, . .

. . 1

A:, to maintaiji a classroom free from Undesirable tension
and frustration. .

14. tO cr
(

eate a school environment which stresses what 1

children can do as opposed to reinforcing wh5t thepare
unable to achieve. . . t.

(
% % \.)

..

.---,

15. to help children cape with their laCk of success by
i helping them to realistically assess their goals in , .., 6,

relationship to their skills and abilities. 'c''' --)--.. :--rc

. I, , .(e.

16. to support elementary school guidance via'participation
in researchoriented activities.

! 1

17..'0 develop skills in collecting, organizing, maintain-
ing, and using data on children in ways that will .."

contributeo staff understanding of children, thereby=,
Onhancingtheir ability to moreffectively meet the
needs of children. f

1

e ,18. tO conduct classroom activitids that will promotean1

4,
understanding and utilization of self

)

.

.

A ,

19: tO createan.atmosphevp love, trust, and freedom to .

express one's self an encourage all children to seek
Nelp when needed, to as uestions,and to talk about
ihemselves"and their world.

i

.
.

'1

4

Responsibilities of the school board of education. The school

board of education consists of lay persons elected totheir posts by

citizens of the school community in which they live ands ierve. They

are generally recognized by their feJlow supporters as citizens

89 1'
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committed to the development a d intenance of .quality education:

The school board and tupefinte den of schools Zre responsible for

'developing the rules, regulati n, and policies whichApide the

operation of the hool and if educe., ational, program. Thesschool-*
. 4

. 1, ..

board members, while not usually educators'thipmsetVis, should be..
.

committed to learning as much.hs possible about. the school' Philp ophy
.,

,
-!

of educatjon,iiis'aucational Aject6eS,..and have some u rstan ing 4.
.

. .
.

f

of the educational. learning process. "These people should be opt Ms-tit :
t

in their views of tlp world, innbVitiveidealistiein thought, and

.

I

progressive in their actions. They should be dreamers, experi nters,
, .

.

and doers who are willingio take,calculated risks as educatio al .

.
I

planners and agents. of change in hplpingjo 'create child-cent red, .

, .

educationally growth producingelerning Centers.

The schodl board has the added responsibility of becoming

thoroughly itquainttl.With school programs, supporting those worthy,

I

,
of support, and calling for.the revision oi-eliminStion of those which

-1

are not educatiohally sound.

Some school board responsibilities in maintaining an effective

elementary school guidance program are as follows :..
4-

' 1. The board of education should seek art understanding,0%-
the elementSry school.gmidance pfogram with regardto
need,*goals and objectives, and anticipated program

'outdoes for,the first year.

.2. Board of education members should visit the 'school. and
spend ,a day or part of'a day with the guidance counselor.
While one day is.a limited amount of tljne, board members

. ,
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1

can begin to appreciate the ways' in which the guidance
counselor spends the day .working with children;
parents, teachers; and the .building principal.

The board of education shoud ask fore.pdiodic program
reports. These reports can ..be Obtained by invitinb
thetg'uidance counselor and building principal to
participate in one or two .board'meetings a year, by
visiting the school and.talking with those people who
make useof the guidance program, by requesting to
review the 91i/dance counselor's monthly 'log -of
activities, And by reviewing research studies conducted
on various aspects of the program.

4. The board of education should require and support an.
active, ongoing guidance research and assessment
prograM (budget,. time, and .personnel). ..

.. . , .. .
5. The !mid of education should provide *the .necessary

fin'ancial support jp order that the iguidance program
may accomplish its pirrpose as agreed -upon by tide
school/commtirity.. , ,_

, 0 . - *t ,
The board of education should eieourage inservice
education fbrall school personnel to improve -basic
skilli in the guidance process (Meeks, 1968)

e. ._ !. . 4

7. The board of educition should study the results of .

guidance assessment studies:And ,be'.willing.to. endorse
needed *rogram changes within the scope of the budget.r

.

8.. The bq\k-d. of education shduld
community and especially parent
needs' and making provisions, ,wh

. school to .implement programs de
needs. .

.4
9. The board of education, should a

rk closely with'the
4In'fieterm4-14inp t he i r

re possible, for the
igned to feet those

particistate,in public relations
school programs which 'provide Li
'Seri/ices to the school/compRini

RespOnsiblities of parents. As pa

elementary school_ guidance program and
,

'91

tively support and
projects' applauding
eful and,needed

a

I

AI

It

ents *become-fami iar-with the--

he scope of it servibes,-they
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will soon come to realize that

needed in offering support to

Parents give support to their

they: 4

. .
their participation in the program is

their children and the gui nce program.

children and the 'guidance p grani when,
1. contribute to the'school's understahding of the child.

Parents often see dimensions of their children that the°
school will not- see. They ar4e lawarh of specific .needs
(physical, social, ego) of thiir.children that the
school may only come to recognize a4er precious time
has been lost in addressing those needs. Therefore;
parents can provide a service to their children and the
school by assisting the school- in every way possible in,
coming to know and understand their children as they do.

2. participate in seminars: workshops,' and discussion groups
that provide for their increased understanding of child

. needs and ways of adequately meeting those needS.

44

3. ask the school for programi and/or assistance in
"addressing areas of personal need.

4. encourage children to make useof guidarice services and ,

participate in guidance activities. Theyccan help .
, children understand the role of the guidance counselor.

5. become inyolved in public relations activitie' and "
projects. .

. Parents can play a-Significant role in shaping guidance services
. ,.

and can make services available to others' in the ctmmunity. Pa -nts

can learn. from and support tach.other. They can organize and Arian_

t, their own self-help groups; and. they can actively .campaign for
,.

elementary school guidance. by demonstrating the neck! for arod imorth*of

. elementary iscbool guidance pipgrams in meeting various school/community 0

.

r ,
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Achieving School/Community Participation in'the_Guidance Program
r

An elementary school guidance program b;longstlftheparticipants.

he focus of the4monographhas been to.involve the partic
4
ipation of

significant others in providing guidance services. An elementpry
I

school which has implemented Phase 'II of program involvement, having -

informed the

ready to begi

school/community of itsigUidance responsibilities, is I"'

n encouraging participants to assume some of these

responsibilities.

Easing the participants into their guidance roles is a process

ito be carefully and thoughtfully executed. Initially, it is far more

important to involve participants in a successful guidance experience

than it is to be overly concerned' with the Magnitude, complexity,

overall significance, or lasting effect of the activity. Therefore,

)

it is the responsibility of the guidance counselor and the guidance

implementation committee, working in conjunction with those who wish

to becorite"involved,to determine a comfortable place to begin. This

can be accomplished by examining the gdidince priority goals,for the

year and, selecting a goal on which to felcus. The goal, its objectives,
\ .

activities, and proceddres to be Utilized in achieving goal attain-
_

ment should be Studied. Once.thegoal has been studied'and the program

specificaly mapped out for impleMentation, the process may begin.
40

g Those individuals who will'be participating in various guidance

activities will need to'understand the purpose of.the.activities in

response to the goal, be, exposed.to the procedures to be followed in

93
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implementation, and develop the necessary skills and techniques Ito

impl'ement and monitor the activities. The following four-step training
1

program of OBSERVING, EXPERIENCING, TEAMING, and SOLOING is des ned

to provide the participants with the necessary experiential levels of

/,

-\ involvement to graddally assume full responsibility in those areas

1 of guidande for which training has been received.

Whether the guidance counselor and GIC work with parents,

teachers, administratofs, school boarl members, or children, the pro-

\ cedurivis essentially the same for involving any participant in an

active, but yet non-threatening guidance experience. An example

utilizing the four-step training rogram for involving teacher parti-

cipation in. directing 0 classroom guidance.acttvtty follows: ,

r

STEP I: Observing:.
a

Before teachers initiate any,new guidance classripm activity, they

i should havft an opporturtitrtb observe the activity being conducted by

i

f

1 an experienced presenterfirst. Workshop demonstrations conducted by.

.

.-
f .

\tiieguidance Counseldr can be helpful in, this regard. The ilsef fildis,

Video -tape presetitaeions,%simulated exercises, and role plays are other

\ --
..,

,
.

Suitable means by phich to deMonstete the activity. Following the
\

may
.

demonstration, time should be taken to discuss what happened, why itmay ,

_;.have happened that way, and'.reait to.persevel feelings" regarding the

7. . , i -', ,

expertince-kseiles of-obseWation sessions may be -necessary before
i

-
...

.,

, . .

thlparticipants (peachees)`feel trfortableln moving to Step II.

I.

*9,1

, ,
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Experiencing

Experiencing is the second step of participation. After observinAl

-.a particularactivity, technique, or.procedure, teachers should

experience the l'earning situation mUch=in the same way that their

children will when they participate. Experiencihg may take place in

formal training sessions or Informally in small group activity seStions.

puing e xperiencing sessions, participants become fliar with the new
.

activity, have opportunities to practice participation in the activity,
/.,

develop a deg4ee of comfort And familiarity with the activity, and

learn howto conduct the activity byobserving others leading the .

"experience.

'2T

STEP III: Teami ng
. -

As teachers become familiar with the activity (technique or
.

procedure), its purposes.and how to conduct it, they are ready to

par icipate .in a teaming experience with the guidance counselor. The

:No
pur se of teaming is to teach the participants under non-threatening,

controlled,Conditions, how to direct the activity. Each teaming
,

experience should probably not exceed thirty minutes in length and be" .

e follQwed as soon as popible with a review of thp experience, The

review is de%igned to encourage participants to talk about the exper-

ience-, to examine their progress iii achieving the intent, of the.

-activity-, to set new directions4oe-sUbseqUent teaming experiences;

and to provide the guidance counselor with;nan opportunity to continue

95
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. .

support and bolster coniidence The reiew in'addition to the benefits
. - .

mentioned, serves to demonstrate the Importance of taking time to look- ,'
.,

back inproviding direction and support in moving forward: 'Teaming ,'
r

.
, - . . .

continues until both'the guidance counselor and.teacher feel,thit-the
6 - . . .

teacher is reedy to,'solo. The guidance counselor must pay particular

att tion id not lettim the helping relationship contilre beyond
1,'

. -,

the pint of establishing the teacher's independence in %directing-
I

the experience. Teiming is designed to provide the teacher with ei6og0

'understanding about the activity and confidence in self to eventually
. .

assume full responsibility for directing the new 'experience.

0

.

STEP IV: SIIIOing"'
.., ., .

,

,, 2 rl. 6
Most pedple took forward to the time when they can solo, no

matter what the experience. It Is a tigefIlled with anticipation,

excitement, and perhaps some reservation The guidanceCounselor .

- works closely with the' teacher even at the point of solo

_

the guidance counselor at ,this stage does not play a ntiat role in
010

f .'-*

conducting the activity, thii person does provide support by %being in - Al

the moil and eliciting feedback when it is desired:: The guidance
.

,
,

6
.

V

" counselor continues to provide support in whatever%way
i...

possible until

t
/ (

lbath parties agree that the assistance is no longer needed. :
.. .

/ .
1

When teachers (parents, children,,admin4ators, school board 'I.,-
.

---rneinbertt-fi pally-41 a; theY-will-understaq_th6 new_activity, procedure '
..___

or technique; they will be equipped to teach the 'new experience to 6:1
.

4
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othersk and in time, v;ill learn to. expand upon its use.

Conclusion

Guidance programs; which areeducationally sound, communicating

experti'se and professional skills to the participants,. will in 'turn,

.

o

foster strong guidance advocates who will come to.share their-expertise

- and skills with others. A learning..enifironment will thus be cre ted

in which individuals can meet their needs and'become capable of 'ealin
.".

-more adequately with themselves and, their environment.

.
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CHAPTEf VI

EVALUATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOC,

.

DANCE PROGRAMS

If guidance program; are to develop and continue to4grow in

providing needed services to children, their faMilies; and the school'

community, then regular and systematic evaluation i1 a must. Indeed,

.

the future of guidance depends on it. Evaluation is required.f6

support claims that guidanee services are a needed integral part df

"the total educational proce-ss.
4'

<

Evaluation Defined

If guidance services do make adifference, at difference.can ,

be supported with evidence.,. While there4re many.definitions speci-
.

being the meaning of evaluati

comprehensive descriptions, i

r I
on, one of the more simply stated, yet

s offered by"Shertzer.and Stone (1976):*

evaluation consists of making systematic judgments of the

relative effectiveness. with which oats are attained in relation to

specific standards" (p. 434). TIle evaluation ,of a school guidance

program thus involves, according to Gibson and Higgins (1966), ". . .

-fr

identifying the Program's goals, selecting and applying techniques

that measure' progress toward these goals, analyzing data collected

for the evaluation, planning a future guidance program on the basis

of findings, and planning improvements in evaluations to come" (1). 11).

et
The evaluation Process,'in addition to being systematic, -bust be

comprehensive and ongoing as well. It must cover all bases, large and

small; encompass the use of multiple evaluation techniques; provide SI

h
Y
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diversity of*data; and involve a series of long and short term evaluation

.

studies ranging from the repOrting of monthly tje logi.to qualerly

surveys and annual statements on program successes, studentneedg, arc?

necessary progrAm improvements.

Uses of Evaluation Results,

In addition to knowing what to evaluate, and how to accomplish the'

evaluation, it is.e4ually important to identify some ways in which the

results can be use'.

1'. Program.effectiveness (guidance.goals): Comprehensive,
systematict-Ongoing, evaluations provide for a constant
check on program effectiveness. As guidance goalf under-.
go continuous scrptiny.pnogram modifications will be in
.tune with and responsive to those changes, which are needed.

2. Program support (community /school): Evaluation results
can _be used support the continuation of effective .

mi9

programs. he results can assist school personnel in .

communicati the worth of the guidance program to the
school co' pity. Furthermore, as parents and other
community members learn more about elementary school
guidance and its accomplis.hpepts, they will be eager to
support the program with Weir money and time_

3 Management of Desources (time, money, staff); Evaluation
results. can inspire more effidentwe of time, money,
ancLAtaff with regard to.the management of these resources
asIthey affect program effectiveness and efficiency. In

the(long run, school; istricts will pipbfit from better
services, increased stafforpductivity', and the reallo-
cation. of ,funds. The school osts. (tirc'money, and
staff) of maintaining a'comprehendive evaluation
program will fall far short of the benefits derived,

4. Positive reinfortement through constant feedback;
' Constant feedback (evaluation results] -can 'be aJfource
of positive reinforcement and1,6Mfort to children,
teacheft, and.administrators Alike as they embal on new
courses-of study; experiment 4ith new ideas, techniques,
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.
or procedures; or are the recipients of services
rendered designed to modify learning climates, alter
program outcomes, or modify behavior.

.5. Program'assistance (federal and/or state aid): An

elementary school yhieb maintains current evaluatibn'
and research data its guidance program may find
this data usefulin applying for ,research grants and
other forms ofassistance, ,Funding of this sort would
enable a, school to expand its guidance program offer-
ings, conduct research, and providevassistance and

;t services to children that otherwise would not haye
been possible. Assistance of this type may'never.be

, .

realized by some districts bilcause ft* do not
recognize their needs nor do they havethe necessary r

. data to qualify for ppfram funding. ..

...-
. .

-6. Guidance information service: A major use of evalua-
tion.

. data is conducted through the guidance information
servtce. Parents,, teachers, and aministrators gain

i

from their understanding ofcpildren and are assisted
because of thoSe understandings in 0r-eV-Ming meaning-

. ful, 'relevant; and pqrposeful learning experiences .

for them.
. . . ,1 .

.
1. ,. 1

t, ).

Steps in the Evaluation Process 1.
.,.

Whatever Approaches to evaluation are utilized the steps in the
/ - 4 .

evaluation process are similar.

I. The firststep is to identify and state program; service, and

activity goals.in.observable, behavioral terminology. They should be

stated as end results reflecting the outcd1 s or products desired.

Evaluation thus begins-with a clear understanding of what is to be

evaluated. in the.case of evaluating elementary school guidance program

objectiiiess, knowing the'6iaracteristies.of an effective program are

mandatory:' They (characteristics) represent both goals and.standards

.100
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to be attaine .

I

. .

Dick Miy(1976), in i.'.his develops of the Pennsylvania Elementary

Guidance Instrument, utilized the lich acteristics" concept in program OA, , -

evaluation SAppendi,)( I). He identifi Cfive essential, program areas to

be evaluated:', (a 1:)gram base, (4) implementation of leadership,

(c)

\

elementary: progra services, (d) facilities' and materials, and

'(e) budget and staff. Each area po sessed a series of Characteristiga.

I

unique- to-elementa r*--sohool-gui-dan -frogrammitig--io7be-ident i fied-es --, -,

being either present oryot presen in the program being evaluated; .4.,
1

Program effectiveness was determi ed by comparing the program score s ...1

i

with a pre-set standard of etfec1 iyeness to be found on the score

sheet.

If our concern is ,eialuati g the effectiveness 1f guidance activ-
4

ities to Bring about desired changes in child behavior, we should be

asking ourselves what specific behavior' changes w(are striving for

and how we will know when we have succeeded in bringing about these

changes. Ai in the preceding. example,' the goals to be evaluated would

be stated as behavior outcomes or products sought.

2. A plan of action is mapped out which will hopefully guarantee

attainment of program,service, and activity goal as described in

step one. Adivities, techniqyesc and procedures are specified and

organized in a sequentially effective manner. .resulting in a process,

that when applied, will Aster change in the desired direction;

3. Evidence musi, elg collected, organized, and evaluated to

fol.(
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detetmine results in the attainment of the stated The,tfMe has

comewhen -gaiiianeein-ogramstmu

done rather than on plans made or what is to'be done. The mayor question(:-
.

. confronting'the elementary guidance eddselor after detwmining,what to

is how the evaluation should be'accomplished.'..Nonthan-dronlund
4L *

(1971) captures the essence of this concern in the following questions-.

,"How do we .select situations to show desired changes. . . .?' How do we

choose the most appropriate evaluation methods? How do we construct,

or select, specific evaktation techniques? How do we administer and.'

score'those techniques?!. Libw do We interpret and apply the results"
.

.

lei)? 'While;these questions may 4e enough to inhibit or discourage

. many pidanceCounsefori. from betting nvolved in evaluation, Gilbert

Wrenn (19624.states inxesponse to that fear that: "More mistakes can
;

be made by counselors who assume that they know but never attempt to

find oat than.by counselors who conduct studies; but do so poorly!

(p. 146). While `Wrenn does not advocate that guidance counselors

conduct poorstudies, he strongly supports the notion that they become

involved, learn from their mistakes, and not be held'bak in fear of

those that might be made.
(-

4. Eva#uation'results are tiken into consideration in updating

the guidance program. In addition to being alert to unattained goals;

areas of 14-cattedser-v-iZe-4and_ineffectiveuseoftime_,_monek.,Land_s_taff_,_ .

the guidance counselor should critical analyze those areas for which
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goal attainment is apparent by asking the following question; '"Are

these program goals meaningful, realistic, and purposeful in light

of childre* needs today" If.periOdic needvanessments are con-

ducted, the answer to'that,question will become'readily apparent. As ,

guidance counselors make use of evalualaon results in this manner,
$

they will be engaged in thermostatic research. Gelatt (1971) states

that "Thermostatic research' means. measuring what we accomplish by

.what we do, and changing what we do next as' a result"

. S. Reevaluate the .evaluation procets. The essence of thermo-
.

. static research is captured in thfs fifth and filial step. 'Guidance

counselors should'strive to improve their research skills and make

better use of the results obtained.

Approaches to Evaluation 1,
o

0

-Three basic approaches to guidance evaluation will be examined.

Although they are discussed separately, they should not be thought of

as three distinct units of study since in.practiee,.they may be blended

in prOvidini a more cOmprehensive view of the'guidapce program.

The Survey
4 ;

The survey approach is perhaps
A

method oi appraisal in/the school.

the most popular and widely used

Shertzer adi'ione (1976) describe-

the survey method in three steps: ". the survey method (a) seleitts

predetermined criterirto nventory, (b) allettslevidence of the



services being Offe and (c) makes judgments regarding the degree to

-7vitri-ctrtiFes-eorvices are provided in referencnine.

criteria" (pa. 436). ,Essentially, the information obtained in the

survey is witself the answer to the research question posed.

t4.1m
Fox (1969) indicates that in doing educational .research whe

the descriptive survey method is used, two criteria are essential.

prior to proceeding:4(a) there is an absencd of informationcoricerning

11.

a problem of educatio al-significance, and (b) the information is

obtainable and accet ible.

. In answering the second question, Fox ..(1969) begins with a state-
,

memt of the research problem, determines whether Or not the problem

is researchable by the survey method, identifies objectives of;ttik

survey, determines the feasibility of selecting and developing

adquate instruments for lata collection, Identifies the.population

or sample to be surveyed, ?rid illakes, a' final evalu'ition of th% success

;.
potential of the survey me hod in view of steps taken thus,far. When

it is deteimined'that the 'study is possible, the research design is

.
,

v

t. -

developed, the data is c ected, ft isanalyzed, and a report is
. ..

prepared iri which the re*ks are described, conclusions are drawn,

. and recommendatibns areLMasle. y

. ;.. . .

The survey approach attempts to describe the existence aid meas res

the (panty of certain otservAble program elements, when appVitd-to

program standards. However,,the subjectivity required by the rate

and the lack of sophisticatia in instrument design often make it ery
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diffibult'to obtain an!Acurate,. reiit e assessment of program quality:

Shertzer and Stone (1976)..elahorati fu ther ow th, limitations of.

. . .
k... -'

survey approaches when they refer :to t e lack of experimental vflida-
., .

.

. -
...

tion.,.'difficiAlty in inferring tausal r lationships, and sampling errors'

that biag survey data.

Despite the drawbicks, survey approaChes provide for a mass accumu-.

lation of dataTprovide-for the invest

and encourage' the involveMent of large

otherwise unmanageable populations. Mi

/--, .

tary school guidance has. been 'obtained

same data.,,hat helped to.shape the role

0 program eleMents of elementaiy school g

instruments may -be found.in Appendix J.

The-Experimental Approach

In the experimental *roach,' the
'

something new., Since the new, situation

gati.on of a wide array of topics,

numbers of pirticipants in

ch of what we know aboilt elemen-

through:survey resfarch. The

the services, functiens, and

uidance.. Examples of.survey

At

researcher seeks to evaluate

.

doevnot exist, the researcher

must create it in order to study it., The.new situation, whatever
.

might be, is studied under controlled.c #ditiens. A particular_ group

is selected to receive the experimental treatment (the experimental

group) whiCh is designed to produce a s)ecific change in that group.

A-second group is selected Lthe control group) kiliatch'defirst
. ,

in order to insure that anysignificint behavioval changet that might

occur in the experimental group are not da to chance,,but are the

direct result of the new treatment.
MIK

1,

1d5
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Experimental studies are concerned with' product ,evaluat-tpn with

the intent of the researcher to make judgments %f difference by
,

comparing multifle sets of ,data on the group's tieing studied. Shertzer

and Stone (1976) indieate' that experimental studies retre the
. v

. application of the' sci:entific method. They outlinV fiviteps in this

process:, "(a) The detdrMi nati on of object' ves Ind metbdds .of, obtain-

ing these ot(ectivh; ,(b) the divelapirent of ways to measure the
.: -*

attainment of these objectives-; (c). the ielection:of one or more
."

groups'for control and. experimentation; (d) the Oocess of carrying

cult necessary steps for the objectiyes;: and (e) a measurement -of the 11
,

.
0

outcomes of experimentation" (p.
.1.

e experimental method, as useful an appro:ach. as it is; is

not t ithout problems. The first concern of the researcher` is being

able to accurately identify -all of the depen ent variables (the

criteria by.which the independent variable -is ,to be, evaluated) and. v ,

then to determine' what is actually being measured as well as being
.
able' to recognize whether the predicted change occurred. Second, .."

. -
the researcher is faced with controlling the ,iyndepenClent'vartable

( "the condition or element beitig evijuatedLi Orilfwben 'the condition(s)

or element(s) being evalAted.are controlled, an the-researcher

claim that changes in the dependent variables were.cau4ed by the,

treatment, in question. "Experiment's, in otherwords, dqahlith.dause

and effect': ICI an ideally deOined experiment, the eesealtcher concludes

. with an understanding not only of what happened,' buti'why it happened'
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.(Fox, 1969, p. 455). However, the reality factors in the,social

disciplines make it virtually impoAsible., 'n many cases to identify

h less eliminate'all the relevant factors associated with a stu

those which could contaminate it. 7Unde those conditions, when results

are obtained, it Woften difficutt-to claim a cause and effect'.

relationship with regard to noted changes'in the experimental grou

onto generalize those results beyond the immediate sample from whic .

the data were drawnell,..A third major problem of concern to the researcher

is with sampling, Identifying adeqbate research groups and matching
PE

them is a difficult-chore since we often do not know what critical
.

characteristics to control and may lack the ability to measure -ahem.

Additionally there is the concern of identifying Marge enoughpdp-_

ulation ftltvhich to draw an adequate' sample. This can be especially

diffiCult when dealing with a small homogeneous school population.

:4 Despite these difficulties, elementary scho I guidance counselors Ore

encouraged to make use of the experimental.metgO As noted by Heddeshimer
f

(1976), the value of this approach far outweighs any of the procedural

limitations as noted.' School guidance counselors are continually involved

in trying out ideas, exposing children to different learning experiences,

and making use of behavior modifidationpr,inciples in assisting teachers

classroonnnanagemen-c--ski-11=deVel-Opment:- -What-better opportunities

rc

*

does the guidance counselor have than these to demonstrate the worth of

glementaiy school Tmidance. The elimentary scho61 guidance counselor

-.should conduct periodic experimental research for the,purpose of assessing
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t.the'value, of services rendered to children, teachers, parents, and the '

. school,; Cramer, Herr, Morris, and Frantz (1970) suggest many ways .iik"*;,.,,.,
.

, .

% which the experfmental method can be utilized in assisting the'guiddice. ut
,

I.
.

.

r...

counselor in the study of many guidance related concerns. In addition ri---
.

.
.

:""""ro their many, practical, suggestions; they provide the necessary guide- t-,-

. c... , . 'iN
. ..t)

lines and.outline.the.procedUres to be implemented in conducting . v.o.
tt

I

(

experimental yesearch for evaluating guidance services.
)

..

k
a,

%

,

The Case Study AppI iroach.
4 .

.
..

The third ty e of evaluation is thecase'study approach. In a

case study, a researcher is intent on gathering, in a systematically

.organized manner, all possible and relevant information desired for

individnal analysis. The purpose of the analysis is to monitor Any.?

cban§es in behavi r that might occur as a result of introducing a

selected variable such as counseling into the person's life. Prior

to introducirb an variable., the researdisr_determines the purpose of

the study and'accumulates the necessary data to determine where the

couiselee is in r lation to where this persod wants to be. The process

cipsists,of'data ollection, organization, synthesis, and interpretation.

As the co6nselee needs become clarified, goals appropriate to those
. .

needs are tailo to suit the individual: Gdidance and counseling

intervention str tegies are then designed and applied with the intent

of moving the pe son toward the desired goal(s). During -and fallowing

4f.

.= --the intervention additional data are collected and assessed in
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measuring counSelee progress. Any changes in behavior that doioccur

tP,a carefully monitored study may be attributable to the procedures

'employed.

The rise study ach is uniquedn that the research unit is

always one. This has certain advantages because it avoids the maisip

\

effect thataccompanies'other research methods and allows for both

'individual process and product evaluations.. Many times processes and.

interactions like those occurring in some aspects of personality and

social functioning can only be studied as they interact sand 'operate

within the individual. Therefore., as individual characteristics and

various patterns of interaction are identified, we may come to better

understand the so6opsychological characteristics of such groups as

the school dropout and.the juvenile delinquent.' And with that knowl-
o

edge, we may then be able to restructure environments'and alter

behavior patterns, thereby contribiug to the reduction of counter

prodtctive behavior.

r4
As with the previous approaches, the case study is not without

its limitation.' Gibson and'Higgins (1966) cite the following:

"(a) it is time and effort consuming; (b) there may be a tendency to

let haste make waste in data collecting, interpretation, and appli4

cation;10 a wealth of data may encourage over-interpretation or lead

. to obscuring of impokant clues; and (d) the case study may delay

eounseling (or other intervention strategy)" (p. 225).

The case study approach, even with its limitations, is a useful
t
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. 1. . i
o. tool. Guidance counselors'l_with their concern for individual needs-

,

and the development of children, will,find innumerable Ways 1i which
. . . .

the case study method can assist both themselves and the,children

With whom they work to stand in the present and ". . . look forward

and backward within the mace of a single.life, attempting to under-
.

stand the rhythm, the themes, and the cycle of.that life" (Frey, 1973,

pp. 35-43).

.Different Types of Data

.Reporting different types of data in any -evaluation.can help to

provide, variety, clarity, and' depth in presenting- the pictorial vilr

of what, is bling evaluated. Shaw (1973) states tilt. there are three .

types of data which are evident., in .various ev4luatiOn methods. They

4°.

Are described as (a) outcome dt (b)140-inion data, and (c) enumera-

tive data. . 4

Outcome Da ,ta ,.
. .

. - ...

OutcomeDafa atea measure of observable changes in behavior that

occur under controlled conditions .in response to a particular treat,

nient which has been introduced forthat purpose. The focus of attention *

is the reported change in group behavior which occurs in the target

populatiPn between pre and post testing in ansexpelimental evalUation

and specified changes in individual behavior occurring in a case study.
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Opinion Data
,

.

.

: ,Opinion Data reflect the affective chajacterlitics ofindividuals

t ,

.
and reveal s thing about their opinions, feelings, 'interests, and

. .

< .

. values in respo eto any criteria for,which persbnal judgments are
.

....,::-. 1 ... .

'sought. This data can be elicited,through the use of opinionnaires,

.

questionnaires, interviews,, or. related self report procedures (auto-
. . .

... -1,

Idography and essay). ,

-*y
ke . ec

Children, parents, teachers, administrators; and board memberi ---...-

. .

are all likely candidates to participate in a survey evaluation

examining various aspects of the elemeQtari school guidance program.

While opinion data aremost often secured for descriptive -

purposes (making evaluations, sampling opinions and attttpdes, securing
,

supplemental information for better understanding of students), the. .

data may be useful id validating Apforiatiqn colfected,through other "sea4411

tethniques: For example, the effectiveness of a particular program

or behavioral intervention strategy, as determined via experimental

evaluation or case analysis, respectively, could be volidated by,cor-
.

paring those results with the respondent's opihUns'concerning the

effectiveness of the study in question.

I 4 1 0. A
a,

i

'Enumerative Data .. .
.

.
.

Enumerative Data is the third' type of data. itTesults from the

4

collection of factual information! Guidance counselors who analyze g
the use of their time by recording the number of parent visits;'

,

:owe-

.0

. S

.

. 12,3 . ...

,. . 4



counseling sessions, and teacheh contacts that they have in a given

-period of time are collecting enumerativedata. This data can be

very useful in conjunction with the other twoi types of "data. For

instance, the guidince'counselor who discovers through outcome data

that certain program objectives have not been met might discover some

potential reasons for the substandard results by examining enumecaive

. . data maintained on the program. Opinion data can also be used to

validate enumerative data. This. can be especially useful if peoples

opinins regardini aspecti of program development are running contrary

to outcoMe'and enumerative data. OpinionA and

. difficult to change, but if yoy have hard data

tentions,-it may prove to be very effectiv.

fa.

attitudes are often

to back up your con- .

A Comprehensive Evaluation Program
1

F5. a comprehensive evaluatiqn program to become a reality, many

peoplemust'be involved in the process of collect ng and supplying

1valuedginformation. Parents, children, teachers, administrators,

and school board members can participate in needs assessment evaluations,

can provide needed opinion data on their impressions of the program's

--(elementary guidance) effectiveness, and can supply data evaluating

the direct services Which they have received through the program.

Teachers can conduct, with the guidance counselor's assistance,

abbreviated experimental.stuOles.on.some aspect,of'guidance in the

classroom and can collect enumerative data on Child-behavior for use

i12

1
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in case Studies, behavior management interventioh, and grouping of chil-
.

dren for purposes of socialization (sociometric testing).

The guidance counselor, with.assistdnce from the guidance tnplemen-

,tation committee, will want to develop an ongoing system of evaluation.

Hollis and Hollis (1965) present a complete discussion`, indicate stages,

and recommend activities in operating an evaluation service. The

guidance counselor in addition to, guiding the evaluation committee, can

participate directly'in the evaluation process-by maintaining a personal,

log of activities, the time spent on each, activity objectives, and

activity outcomes. Records can be 'maintained on the number of monthly

parent, teacher, and child contacts; the reasons.for them; and the

disposition of each. The guidance counselor will also want to engage °

in survey, case study, and experimental research. The data maintained

on the program will assist the committee.im examining progrm priorities

as'compared with Prograi emphasis. It will provide the committee with

lb%!mme direction in formulating the budget, evaluating the worth and use
4

of time spent on, various aspects of the program, anecan be of value

in examining faculty talents and interests regarding various dimensions

of the-guidance program. A knowledge of this information can be 4

utilized by giving teachers an opportunity to make use of their abili-
k

ties, thus expanding the services available'to children.

For evaluation to serve a worthwhile purpose, Heddesheimer (1976)

indicates that the data obtained must be used to modify the_existing

program so that it will be more responsive to the needs of children.

113
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In view of that position, she recommends several strategies which can le,-;r:

be used to accomplish change in areas where t is desired. The

essence of those recommendations follow.
ti

When dataare analyzed, a list of recommendations should follow.

These recommendations shouldbe.geared to achieve the desired changes..

They should be screened with regard to their feasibility and pracli-
,

cality and be assigned to people who have the resources and power to

act on them. Evalution results, recommendations, and implications

for change should be published in an easily understood format and

disseminated throughout the educational staff and to commi)nity members

.having an interest in the educational concerns of the institution.
-- e.

The building prihcipal,Aschool board members, and other key figures

e

4 the decision malting Process should dtbd inv l

lved

in all aspectsof

rothe elementary school guidance program manag nt prOcess. If desired

change is to be accompliihed, it must be accepted_ and promoted from

thetop down since these people have the power to supply needed.funds,

personnel, and sanction deviations in program priorities when they

are deemed in the bei interest of children and the school:

Finally, follow-up procedures are needed for the' purpose of

tracing any recommendations which are made from the time they ''leave

the committee until they are 41.emented. If they are implemented,

furth0 evaluation is required to determine the degree.to which pro-

gram changes meet the objectives for which they were intended.

Yes, the:evaluation-process*does,require'time, money, and training
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to conduct research and evaluative studies. Also the use of crude

measuring instruments-ad metho4s and the interpretation of incomplete

and fragmentary 'data are often necessary. While evaluation may present

some problems,thOse probleme'do not represent justifiable reason's for

eliminating this valued practice. For those school districts and

individuals whO have neglected'tW aspect of program management,

repeating an earlier quote by Wrenn (1962) may encourage some to-oVer-
, .

look the problemi assoqifed with evaluation and taketheiplOknge:,

More mistakes, can be made by counselors (school
districts) wifo assume thatthey know but never attempt
to find out that, ki cminselors (school districts) who
conduct studies, but so'poorly. (p. 146)

As school districts become involved.and engage in thermostatic

research,. they will, findttlemselklgaveloping the necessary.sophis-
.

tication and skill AO enhance their researchadpaluattvi efforts.

'
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:tONCLUDING-STATEMENT

Aile the focus of this monograph was on how to plan for, organize;,

and wage an elementary school- ,guidance program, we should never lose

sight af.the central purposeoward which our. efforts have been directed,

that; being to enhance and facilitate meaningful learning experiences

for children,enabling them tto-meet.their needs and to acquire'those

skills and understandings necessary to becoming competent and respon-

sible people.

A paragraph taken from the repOtt on the Future of Learning

Forum (1970'White House Conferenc on Children) further exemplifies

what many of us believe: 11,

We would like him pp be a man with a strong sense of
himself and his own hdhanness, with awareness of his thoughts
and feelings, with th4 capacity to feel and express loye and
joy and to recognize tragedy and feel grief. We would have
him be a man who, with A strong And realistic sense of his
own worth, is able to relate openly with others, to coop'erate
effectively with them toward common:ends, and to view man-
kind'as one while respecting diversity and diffe-rence. We
would want him to be a being who,teven while very young,
somehow senses thathe has the capacity for lifelong
spiritual and intellectual growth.- We would want him to
cheriih that vision of the man he'is Capable of becoming
and to cherish the development of the same potential in
others. (p. 78)

This dream and more can be reAlized if we take the time not only

ito look where we have been, but give even more consideration.towhere

we are in.relatlon to where we want to be. This can happen if guidance
. -

'practices the process of objective setting, research, and review. It

can happen-If it develops the capacity to look within itself, recognizing
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and sounding the alarm for change when it is needed, develops the

strength to resist it when it is not, and has the sensitivity to

address the unresolved issues which lay in the wake of change rather

than leaving them to fester in the wake of despair. if we can do all .

of this, a sense of achievement will be ours in satisfaction that is-

.- mighty, sweet to take knowing that we have reached a destitation that

at first we thought we would never make.

In the appendixes that follow, are a number of references and

evaluation instruments that have been used by elementary school

guidance counselors throughout the country in the planning, organiz

Vim, and management of their Awn proirams. While it is,recognized

. 4

- that many of these ,materials will notthe suitable to impleinent in

( their present form because of the dfferenCes that do exist in

guidance programs, they may. stimulate idedl. which will serve to

benefit your own school setting.

It is my sincere hope that this monograph and those who have

contributed to it,haveAn spore small way assisted you in achieving

yourldream.to help ch(ldren become all they are capable of being..

4
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APPENDIX B

INDIVIDUAL RATING OF THE LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
OF.CURRENT kHOCIL PROGRAMS

Rating Scale*

EXTREMELY POOR e,means: .

I believe students are not being taught.the skills necessary.
to meet this goal. This goal is the school's responsibility

.
but Almost nothing is being done to meet this goal.

,POOR means: '

I believe prograis designed to meet this goal are,weak.
I believe that much more effort must be made by the school

'to-meet.this goal. /)

FAIR BUT MORE NEEDS TOIBE BONE means:

4- believe presen programs are acceptable, but I would like
tO;see more importance attached to this goal by the school.
I would rate the school's job in this.area as only fair;
more effort is needed as far as.I am concerned.

LEAVE AS IS means:

I believe the school is doing a good job in meeting this
goal. 'I am satisfied with the present programs WOO
are designed to meet thii.goal.

," ,
. .

TOO MUCH 45

'

BEING DONE means:. . g

.

I believe the school is alreadri ending too much time in

this `area. I believe programs ir,Vthis area'are not.tbe

. responsibility of the school.

'*Taken A..om:Rose,'B. K. and others., Education41 Goals and Objec tives:
Administrator's Manual. Bloomington, Indiana:. Ph1 Delta Kappa, ,

Inc.,4(no date given).
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APPENDIX D 4.

THE. UNIQUE ROLE OF THE

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR

0

.3D

This position paper describes the unique role of the
elementary school counselor. It was originally, authored by Jackie.
Lamb, Vice President for'Elem4btary School Counseling, 1972-73, and .1:1.

a

Roger Deschenes, Vice President for Elementary.School Counseling, .1.

1973-74. This position paper has now:been officially recognized and V
accepted by the American School Counselor Association Governing' Board. , 4

"sq.<

RATIONALE

Consistent with the philosophy of educatiOn, elementary school

counseling concerns itself with the child in the developmental process

,

of maximizing his potential. Living and functioning effectively depends

on the.interaction of an individual's self-concept and the complexity .

of influences and experierces..whithhelalccumulates. The elementary

.counselor works within the education framework and the child's total

, t
environment to e ble the child tofind his identity and to learn to

..

make choices and ecisions'which.lead to effective functioning as a
. .

worthwhile beina.,.;

'.Because each indivlduafmakes the choicetand decisions which

ultimately determine his behavior and his learning, pakicular attention

and time needs to be given in the education program of the young child

to provide training and opportunities to learn decision making skills,.

The elementary school counselor, because of his specialized training,

proOdes service and leadership in this area as it is fully integrated

into'the total school experience.
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Elementary guidance and counseling builds upon.the belief that

human beings must have'continuojtexperiences of challenge, achieve-
.

.

ment,,and suicess. The school creates situations in which.pupils

find themselves needed and wanted by others. It creates situations in

which teachers cAn show each child that to his teacher and fellow

pupils he matters, that he is acceptei as he is. Elementary school

41/4 developmental guidance and counseling is concerned with each child's

perceptions of the present and how they relate to the present and

future; therefore, the counselor has direct contact.with all children

at all levels in the elementary school. The teacher plays the primary

role in working with children d the counselor must aid the teacher

in_making education more mea ingful. to each child with the implemen-

tation of an appropriate gui ance and counseling program.

drihiA

OBJECTIVES

As an elementary sciloolwgui ce and counseling program is com-

posed of more than just a profession ''counselor, it is imperative

4

that our objectives tepresent all of'the various populations. In so

.doing, we are then able to communicate more cleariPbur responsibilities

. and goals and how they relate to the total education and enviO4ment

of the' child.

. I. For the individual child: (age-appropriate)

A. will be able to identify himself by description, likes,
-dislikes, interests, skills, etc.

Iro s

, B. 011 be able to define.his role in his family, school

12g
4 .
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. 'setting, neighborhood, community. .

t.
.1

do.$ will have a positive feeling of himself and4be able to ,
,,

verbalize his self-feelings in'a straightforward, comfortable planner.
without fear of nonacceptance. I

D. will be able to recognizehts sHbrtcomings and accept his
limitations,_' then proceed to work toward improvement as he sets his.
goals.

. ft

E. will be acceptant of other people and be able to identify
and work toward solving conflicts.in relationships. ,*

4 ,

F. wilY4eel good about learning and working and, when distress
occurs, will use appropriate skills of problem solving and decision
making to reach a level at which he can cope.

G. will have interest in the future and engage in some fantici-
zing of his possible role in it. .

H. will-have a realistic understanding of the interrelatedness
of people and the world of things and services, and the part he and
family and acquaintances play init.'

II. For teachers, administratorsomand parents in the child's life:

A. Will understand and accept the child's self-Concept and work
with him to determine for himself positive chang6§-, then to provide
guidance and support as he endeavors to make those changes.

B.' will relate to the child as'a worthwhile human being, so that
.the child can use acceptable and appropriate relationship behavior.

C. OUT provide teaching, experiences, and opportunities for
learning decision making skills And grant him the dignity to live with
and learn from hi's mistakes without criticism or ridicule, or
without' "taking over" the neCision_making.

D. will seek help for themselves when necessary in order to
provide the-Most effectiye learning environment for the child.

For the counselor:
AR.

A. .,will be aotangruent human being, Comfortable in his personal
and professional life to the extent that he can function for the best
interests of those he serves,
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B. will accept each person (child and Adult) with whom he
works, with all accompanying feelipgs and behaviors, and help the
client via unique training and skills to define needs and concerns.'

C. will provide the guidance and counseling appropriate and
acceptable for the counselee to be.able to fulfill his objectives
(as stated move).

D. will be able to identify changes and objectives reached by
the'counse/ee and will be able to interpret theta to others.

E. will serve as;1)dvocate-for children within the adult
structure of the scho end community.

4

IMPLEMENTATION /

Counseling services will be plannel and deteriinedby the counseling

staff in cooperation with the educational teamovnose focus is. '

learner as a. person and as one who shares in the decision making process.

Parental input will be solicited through meetings, conferenCes, and/or

adivsory groups. Plans will (be based on known developmental needs and

existing conditions will be flexible to accommodate unforeseenyelnerging
. 2

needs and changing conditions.

I. The elementary school counselor's primary functions!

A. Counseling individual students'

1. The counselor at the elementary level seeks to tocilitate
.the child's transition from home to school, theNuccess
of which may well determine the child's attitude toward
himself and his chances for positive growth in the schdbl
setting. --

.v,

24.With this in mind, the elementary/counselor .makes himself
available for conferences-in which the student is free to
express his own attitudes about himself, his school
experience, his interests, abilities, shortcomings,
achievements, goals, etc. In .this way and in an atmosphere

131
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I

characterized by warmth and acceptance, the counselor
attempts to foster the student's self-understanding
and self-reliance.

B. Counseling groups of students

In small. group sessions of four.or five students, or in
classroom groups, the elementary counselor offers the
individual student an opportunity to gain,greater self-
urlder;tanding and confidence through interaction with
his peers. Much of the time would be spent on-the
developmental aspects of growing up.

C. Consulting with teachers, other school staff ambers, and '

-parents

elementary counselors works to promote a cooperative
eff rt between all persons involved in helping the child
mee his individual needs. Toward this end the counselor
also serves as a referral agent to resources beyond the
school and family.

D. Professional evaluation

The counselor continuous ly evaluates,his effectiveness
within the counseling relationship and his' effectiveness
with regard to the program as a whole--his services as a
consultant, coordinator, and referral agent. The eval-
uation will twOude all stakeholders in the program to
answer questions of effectiveness; to find causes-for areas
-of concern; to identify individuals-and groups not pre-
sently beipgsserved; to provide data to make for systems
change within the educationatcommunity.

II. Consultant in other areas

A. Curriculum development

B. Testing program

C. Grouping and placement :"

D. Pupil Evaluation 4

El Screening: pre;.school, *riling disabilities, special classes

F. Pupil data collecting

132
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G. Horizontal and vertical articulation of guidance program-arid

pupil data

H. Informational and dissemination service

I. Impact of instructional_ program on the pupils.

J. Local school and community committees: .drug education, family
living, parent groups

K. Counselors may also offer inservice training to other members
of the educational team. .

L: The counselor will oftgn serve on curriculum planning com-
mittees, bringing his knowledge of growth and development and learning
theory.

M. COunselor also serves in important consultive and/or coordinator
role in career education.

III, Interpreting the functions of tJe counselor to students, teachers,
parents, and the general public: Unless these groups possess a deb'
understanding of the elementary counselor's'functions and under-

girding rationale, his effectiveness will be seriously imp3d, Thus,

it is the responsibility of the eyementary counselor to.make'an
initial and continuing effort to promote'tbese understandings,

L... /

r Li

/ 1 4

.

Note.. From "the Unique Role of the Elementary School C;aelor" by

J. Lamb and R. Deschenes, Elementary SchoorGuidance ancL:
Counseling, 1974, 8, 3, 219 -222.; i

,

. t , . ft...oil A
Copyright 1974 by APGA. Reprinted by perOission. No further ..
teproduction is authorized.
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APPENDIX I

PENNSYLVANIA ELEMENTARrGUIDANCE:
EVALUATIQN INSTRUMEVT

tary Guidance Evaluation
J

The El nent is divided' into theedn%

following five areas: (1) program base, (b) implementation of leader-
.

fr

ship, ( elementary program services, (d) facilities and materials,

and (giudget and staff. Eath ofthese areas are rated on a yes, no,

or no knowledge scale. The instrument was deigned to evaluate an.

elementary program using an interviewer not opployed by tha) particular

school district. However, 'it can be used by counsblors, parents,

--tractrersradm-hrtstratorsvaiTcl-school board-members-to- provide -fnforrita---

ti on and feedback on accepted elementaq program activities . ,See

Figure 1.)

: The Elementary Guidance Evaluation Iristrument creates a strong
. ,

. progiqt base, provides an impetus for implementing and managing the
» <

.

LP"'program, and allows flexibility in guidance philosophy/6d program%
t

...

activities. Elementary counsel ors' can use this 40stiliment as a base
/

for developing their own district's tnstrument, that would be unique

to their situation. In many cases, the Reaching-learning-featitre of

creating such an,instrainent is as important as the final product.

--The counse Tor- must-remem6er-that- fia;-Instrumentwil Vel ther-di rectjy

or indirectly establish program standards, and as such it must be

futuristically cpnceived.
,

Section one of the instrument on program base and section two on
, t



implementation of leadership are important management procedures for,

any program, whether it is in Industry or education. Adberene to these

procedures will ensure program success. Section three on elementary

program kervices Could,be revised by local. school districts with a 10

percent substitution or change factor allowed, thus allowing for the

N , * unique local situations that inevitably occur as well as the differences
J .

.

10ementery guidance philosophies.°
..._)(

..

4
01

II

4

4

0%.

4
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Figure 1

*r.

d!

Elementary Guidance Evaluation Instrument

The following questions pertain to the elementary guidance
program. Answer each question yes, no, or NK (no -knowledge of answer).

Yes No NK Question

Program.Base*

1. The general philosophy of the elementary guidance
program is written and ,available for distribution
to parents; teachers, and administrators.

2. Individual objectives of the elementary program are
written in specific terms.

3. Sevek06acit-4.i44-i-esare spec fted---fer-each-ef the

above objectives.
4. Specific .evaluation methods have begn identified

for each of the program activities.
`5. The elementary guidance, program base has resulted

from a guidance needs assessment conducted within
the last three years: This assessment included .

parents, students, teachers, and adMinistrators.
Copies of th4tssults are available -for all
interested parties.

6. Approximate cost per function has been included for
each activity.

Implementation Leidership

7. There is an elementary guidance advisory committee
consisting,of parents, teachers, and students that
meets periodically to develop program ideas, delivery
systems, and leadershivtechniques..

8. There is a written job description for each elemen-.
--tary'caunsetarldth_spe fic_duties _

allocations (based o 500 hoprs a ye4r). This form
$ is, created in con t"with add signed by the
counselor, the director of guidance, and the counse-
lor's immediate supervisor.

9. Each elementary counsetoris annually evaluated.,,,by
.

both the director of guidance and the immediate
supervisor.

10. A clear organizational chart indicating lines.of
responsibility for the elementary counselorls
availaI1le for review.

4
3-
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Elementary Program Services
0

.1)

. Indicate below whether or niot-the service is part of the elementary
guidance program:

Consultationgollaboration. These services relate &the proces s
of sharing information and ideas with another person; ofcgmbining
knowledge into new pattern and of making mutually agreed upon decisions
about the next steps needed, - "
Figure 1 (contiOutd)

Yes No NK

'11. Teacher-individual

13. Parent-individual
14. Parent-group
15. Parent/teaCher information dissemination

17. Pupil personnel service team, nurse, social worker;
psychologist

18: Referral services
19. Case conferences

1

ti

tr

1

16. Administrative

20. Committee-curriculum
21. Committee-school district testing/student records

Cdunseling

.22. Stpdent-individual

. 23. Sftdent-group

----25. Parent-group
26. Teacher - individuals

27. Teacher-group

Coordination

28. Referral to outside agencies
, 29. Assessment (teiting) program

.

s . 30. Educational rec rds
% 3).; Inservice prog ms

32..Outservice prog ams (i.e., Optimist, Lions, and PTO)___ ._.
.4. 33. Informational s rvice__:......._

143
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Yes No NK

34. Orientation. activities
35. Career activity programs 4

36. Leisure activity programs (i.e., awarness of the
A _ _

world of leisure)
.37.. Teaching guidance classes

.'1

INNIIMmI

.p.

Facilities and Material

38. The elementary counselor has'a warm and inviting
office that is easily accessible and contains
sufficient space to conduct both small group meetings
and individual conferences.

' = This 4MUNW i s-centrally-locata and-contains-the_ -....1 .1M I
records and files required by the elementary
counselor.

40. Both career and leisure awareness materials and
guidance resources pertaining to the effective
domain are-available for use brteachers, parents,
and students.

41. Bibliographies and certain resource books related to
specific behavioral or learning problems are
located in the elementary guidance room and are
Available for use by teachers, parents, and chijd-
ren.

Budget and Staff

milmwmow

1.4

42: The counselor is employed full time and all cohsplor
duties are related to .providing elementary.guidaned
services.

43. The-elementary-counselor has received graduate
4?7 education and has been certified by the state

a department of education.
44. The elementary _counselor has completed an addition-

al graduate count or inservice program within the
last two year4,4

'45. 'Each elementary toutiselor ha% r esponsibility for one
building containjpg 600 to 700 students.

46.' The elementary, counselor has=attended at least opt
professional guidance meeting 'Within the year,

Alt

$.
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Yes No NK

.111,
I

Secretarial assistance is provided eadh elementary
4AL counselor at the ratio of 3 to 1 (C:e.,.for each

.'free elementary counselors, there is one seer
48. ThetrieTentary counselor submits an annual program

budget atriktlyAoithe direttor ofguidance for
consideratidrithy the school board.

49. The guidance budget contains funds for attendance

at inservice or profbasgonal conferences.

ft ez 50. Sufficient funds are included ;n the guidance budget__
2 for guidance materials and supplies.

Score

41.-50, Yes -- Acceptable elementary program.

30-40, Yes--Program needs improvement: t ..
.

1 4:\ I
20 and Below, Yes--Cannot be classified as an elementary guidance

blip
s

program. ..

5-10, NK--Program needs much public relationi work.
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This survey form appeared in March 1976 issue of Elementary Counseljng
Joonal. Reprinted with permission of Richard May, author and APGW.

,

Copyrighted 1976 by American Personnel and Guidance Association.
Reprinted with permission, No further reproduction is authorized..
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APPENDIX J

EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS

tLEMENTARY GUIDANCE-EVALUATION FOR IDMINISTRATORS =em t. .
The items or statements_listed_below c e some areas in which the
counselor may have mane significant cont butions to the.p6pils or----
to the general welfee-Of'yoU-r school. Indicate the degree of help

-. the program contributed to your pilpils of school by.placing a'check
in the appropriatecolumn after each stn ement.

$.

Check: ,Column 1. if much help has bee given
Column 2. if some help has be n given
Column 3. if you feel that th counselor made no

contribution in th s area
Column 4. if you do not know

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION ---I-------

1. The counselor has-been of assistance in organ-
sizing, administering and developing the program
of guidance services.

TEACHER INVOLVEMENT

2. The activities of the counselor Wave comple-
mented and facilitated the work of the teacher:

3. The counselor bas provided services1whicii, were,
beneficial to most teachers within the school.,

4. The counselor has assisted the teachers in
, $ meeting the intellectual, %rsonal and socia4

needs of ,all children.

EMPHASIS -."THE CHILD"

5. The counselor has'focused on and recbgni2ed
good behavior as well as on problem situations
and crises.

6. The counselor has provided servides and
activities of benefit to all students attend-
ing the school.

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

7. The counselor has 'assisted in the development
of wholesome student attitudes towards the
teacher, school and self.

1
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8. The'coupselor has sensitized the teachers to
the personal needs of the children.

9. The counselor has assisted teachers in crea-
tingan atmosphere that builds confidence;
avoids threat, creates a feeling of security,
and is conducive to learning.

GENERAL AREAS OF ASSISTANCE

10. The counselor has helped in the early identi-
fication of students with "Special needs."

il. The counselor has been of help in working
with "behavior problems."

12. The counselor has been of help in working
with' "gifted" children,

1.3. The couns71-077W-Weii of help in working
with the "slow-learner".

14. The counselor has been of help in working.
with "underachievers."

15% The counselor has been of help in working
with children with "reading problems."

16. The counselor has beenof help in
"diagnosing learning difficulties."

17. The counselor has helped the children in
making adjustments at transitional points in
their education, i.e., changing grades,
changing schools, elementary to junior high
school, etc.

18. The counselor has been of help. to the pro-
fessional staff in interpreting cumulative
folder nformation.

19. The counselor has been helpful in making
referrals and working with "referral agencies."

RESULTS

20. The counselor has been instrumental in acquiring
an overall higher level of achievement among
students.

21. The counselor's activities have been instru-
mental in decreasing the number of potential
drop outs.

22. The counselor has been of assistance in
reducing absenteeism and tardiness of selected'
children.

147
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23. The counselor has been of assistance in
improVing work habits dnd study skills of
pupils. . -

24. The counselor has been instrumental in estab-
lishing a better home-school and teacher:

.

pupil rappbrt.
,

-
25. The counselor has assisted tn.the reduction

of referrals made to the printiOal for dis-
ciplinary reasons.

... ..__.- -.

,

i

..

e
A

.

s

.

.

..,,,..y...,,

.

1.

1 2

I

_. .

4

This survey form appeared in the 1976 publication,entitled The
.

Counselor Chronicles, Florida Department of Education, DiviiTEn of
Public Schools, Student Services Section.
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ELEMENTARY GUIDANCE EVALUATION FOR TEACHERS

Your response to the following questionnaire will help, us to understand
how people feel about the counseling and guidance services. in your
elementary schol. Your responses to this will be completely confidential.
We plan to use these to help us to continue andito improve the counsel-
ing and guidance services in the elementary schools. Put a circle
around the answer most representative of your present feelings. Be sure
to,put a circle around one answer fol-each item.

N,Ar.

VI VI 4/1 4/1 4/1
Cri Crk C0 CA U 01
f- r. *.- Ai- - .4 1-U1 - 44 1 VI
W Iii 43 on 43 .- 413P 43 W W Iv- 0 5.' w

en 4- u 4- S. 4- to 4-
There are five possible responses

4-
44

to each of-The-Trag: 4JZ 4JCOZ0SZ44 0 IA Qy in 423 Al to SA CP
.1- VI 5. VI (0 V/

Al 03 S. r- S- 411 0$ 423 .0
3t. S- .S. CP S. 0 0 S. .0 S.
14 0.- 4J 0.41 4-3 O. U O.

U
1 P >)(.1 tr.0

0)
r 12/

S. 0 S. E 4.3 E SI
40* a; 32 - a) NI'0 p .0 4- .0 4- = 4-00X0OCY0=0

1. Some change tends to occur-after pupils have
had reasonable contact with the counselor.

2. The counselor is able to help children.
3. The counselor was interested in how I felt

about my pupils.
4. The counselor was able to help me understand

the pupils.
5. Many times the counselor is unavailable when

I really need to talk to him.
6. Pupils seem to enjoy talking to the counse-

lor..

7. The counselor was able to help me with my
- class by the things he/she said and did.
8. All children should have an opportunity to

talk with a counselor.
9. It is necessary to have a guidance .,program

in the elementarY school.
10. I am now using more group guidance tech-

niques as a result of my contact with an
elementary school counselor.

11. I wonder just what the counselor does.

1
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12. I am better able to help my pupils who
have adjustment problems than is the

:

$

,

.

...s.rtuns.elpr...

13. Pupils' classwork tends to improve after
counseling contacts.

14.4Pupils' behavior tends to improve as a
result of counseling experiences.

15. I am better able to use, understand,
and interpret standardized tests.

Y. The counselor has helped me locate'
materials which I make use of in mY
classroom. .

_ .

.

-

.

. 4

"ad

This .survey form appeared in 1976 publication entitled The
Counselor Chronicles; Florida Department of Education, DiviTin of
Publi-c Schools, Student Services Section,
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ELEMENTARY GUIDANCE EVALUATION FOR PARENTS

.Studeni's Sex: School:
Age: Counselor:

Grade:

1. Are you aware that your child's school currently provides,
elementary guidance services? Yes No

2. Has the elementary counselor.had contact with your child thit
year? Yes No Please Comment as to whether or not this
contact was helpful. Parents' response:

3. Have you had any contact with-the e ementary counselor concerning
your child? Yes No Please Comment regarding this contact.
Was it helpfuT-5r begiTicial? ,Parents' response:

4. How effective do lou feel this program has been in helping your
child meet his(lher) needs and in achieving suitable goals?
Please place a check mark on the scale which best indicates your

,judgment of effectiveness.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
not effective very effective

0 4

5. 'Do you have any questions, comments, or suggestions regarding
the elementary guidance program or counselor? PaOnts' Response:

s

6. Do you favor expansion or continuation of the elemeptary.guidance
program? Parents' Response: ,

7. In w at ways have e ementary gui ance services or the counse or
affected your child's progress or adjustment this year? Parents'
Response:

W f

Please return by:

to:

This survey form appeared in the 1976 publication entitled The Counselor
Chronicles, Florida Department of Education, Division of Milk ScEgi7
STaiRSirvices Section.
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ELEMENTARY GUIDANCE EVALUATItN FOR STUDENTS'

Here are some questions about your Cjoselor. We would like you to help .
us understand what your counselor doe'. Please tell us what your answer
is.

.

Yes , No Not Sur - I, Do you know who your counselor is?

eg
Yes No Not S e 2. Do you know what he does at school?.
Yes : No Not S re 3. Have yoU ever talked with.him/her?
Yes No --Not Sure 4. Can you see. your counselor when you

Want to? ,
. '_Yes No Not Sure 5. %es the teacher send you or your__

classmates to see the counselor?
'Yes No; Not Sure . 6. Do. you talk with your counselor.elor bi.-. .

,
. yourself with no one else theed?

Yes NO Not Sure . 7. Do you and a few.other people talk
, to the counselor at the same timel .

Yes No Not Sure 8. Does your counselor come to your class_ _
and talk to all: of you? '

Yes No Slot Sure 9= Sometime during this school year, has
, _ -

the counselor talked to you or your
class about What to expect in school,'

Yes Nb Not Sure 10. Has your counselor talked with you_ _
about tests you have taken?

. A, 0

. Yes No, Not Sure
11A

. Has your Counselor talked with you

. . . about how well You like your studies?
Yes. No Not Sure 12. Ddes yotir counselor talk with pupils

having trouble 'with their studies'
Yes No Not Sure 13. Doe your,counSelor talk with people. ' -'_

who are worried or upset? m . i- _ --Yes No' Not Sure 14. If you get in.trbuble at school,. do
you have to go see your counselor? .

Yes No Not-Sure 15. Has your counselor ever talked with . .

-. 4 your parents about you?.

. Yes No Not Sure , 16,0asyour counselor talked'wfth you --

.... about what you might want to do when
you are old enough to have a job?

Yes No Not Sure 17. In your class, has your, counselor read'-_ ,_
stdries to you or hadlyiT"answer

-questions?
Yes ._No Not Sure 18. Has your counselor played games or

. given you tests 'just by yourself?
Yes . No % Not Sure. 19. Has your Counselor 'whiten tests to your

`'T whole class? ,.
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Yes No . Not Sure .20. .Has your counselor sent some children

to see someone else. if he thinks this

.-
, e will help the person? ,

Ye s No 7 Not Sure 2,1.'HaS your counselor talked to you about
-
11

t why people dovhat they do?
Yes No __Not Sure 22 Does your counselor keep secret the

......

things he says he will? )
Yes No (1,4 Sure -23. Do your counselor and tea6her wiek

.: ylres
together to try tolielp you? ._No '.Not Sire' 24. Does your counselor teach you when your

i
teacher is absent ?,:

O

I

I
t

F

ThiS survey orm appeared in the 1976 publication eAtitled\The
-Counselor Ch onicles, Flotida Department of Education, Divii-Ton of
Public Schoo s, Student Services Section.' ,
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, Ohio university
.
College of Education

Department of Guidance; Counseling' and Student Personnel

r

ELEMENTARY--SCHOOL GUIDANCE bPJNIONNAIRE*

The writing that has beeh done in the field of elementary school guidance

indicates that there is considerable confusion as to who should do what.

The purpose of thii questionnaire is to elicit your ideas about who

should" carry out certain guidante activities in the elementary school.

is recognized that a team app-roach is desirable and that the

teacher, principal, and the specialists should work co-operatively to

meet the objectives of the guidance program. Nowever, it is also

true that for.any specific activity or function One perron usually

Assumes primary' responsibility in doing it even though he.may have
. .

some assistanc from alters, For each item listed ingthcs/opinionnaire,

would you please circle:he:letter indicating the option of your, first

choice On the separate answer sheet. 'The options are a follows:

T--I belitye,this ,activity should be the classroom teacher's
responsibility,

C--I believe this activityhi,uld, be the eleFentafsy counselor's
responsibility..bi 1 i ty . .

P--I believe this activity" should be the building'-principal's
reacinsibility.

Or-I Mieve this activity should be the responsibility of
other special perSonnel not included in the first three

`options.. .

N--I,believe this activity should not be included in the program.
.

Since your answer may differ depending upon the grade %level orthe
,

i54
*
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child, you" will be asked to make choices for differeot grade levels;

one foie the primary grades. (1 -3), and one foe the intermediate grades

('4 -6).

0

Your answers will be treated as.CONFIDENTIAL information.

ReMtr.youare to make your choices in terms of who should
^ e

assume the primary respontibility, not interms of any existing program.

1. At the beginning of the yeai^ have an individualcOnference
with each'child new to the school.

Have an individual conference with each new child trans-
ferring`into the school during the year.

3. Take pupils new to the school on a tour of the school plant.

4 In.the spring prepare pupils for the next higher grade or
r

school by group discussion and visits.

5. In the fall conduct class discussions on school purposes,
'rules, ;facilities, and staff membecs.,

6. Arrange "get acquainted" activities for pupils.

7. Meet4with parent groups -to acquaint thiM with the various'
aspects of the school, program. .

.1

Pfan and coordinate the sthOol orientation program.
. ., .. ,

. Provide inservice education for staff regarding orientation
services.'

.

.

10. .Conduq casestudies of pupils,presenting'special learning
. or adjustment proliblems.. 1

mipa . r
11. Admjnister sociometric inventories to get additiOlial peer

adjustment information. 4.--. e . , ,
. . , k .

.

.., ,

12. Summarize and' interpret the sociogram re?ufts.and develop
' plens'to facilitate, peer adjustment. ',,

-

.
. .

13. + Discuss the sociometric findings with thef.class in general.

terms without identifyingany third. . .

61.
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14.

15.

' 16.

17.

-.- 18.

,,-, 19

. 20.

21.

22.

-23.

24,
,

25,

-26.

Provide individual conferenceS for those children who wish
to discuss the sociometric results and peer relationships.

Administer personal date blanks, autobiographies,'or com-
pletion sentences as student appraisal devices.

Periodically make observations and write anecdotal records
on pupils selected for study.

Conductan service education 'program for the staff in the

area of i1 appraisal.

Visa the home' of pupils presentingspecial probleMs:

Make a visit to each child's home nonce during the year to
better understand his total environment.

Involve pupils in self - appraisal.' activities so that they may °

bet*pr know 4heir.own strong and weak points.

.

Adair ister
,
school ability tests 11).).

Score'school ability tests- , -
.

a
.

Discuss with,the class the meaning of school ability. test
results.

.
.

.
,

.

Interpret. to each individual pupil his school ability'test.
results.

.

,

.
..

. . ,-

Discuss with groups of parents the meaning of school 'ability
results.: $ Is

Interpret to individual parents their child's school ability
test results.

,

27.
1

Admillisxer.achievement tests: -7

28,4 'Score achiivement tests.

Zg. Discuss with the cliss the meaning of achievement test results.
*.

36. Interpret to each individual pupil his achievement test
results. ,

31. Discuss with groups of parents the meaning of achievement
test results.

w -..

. ,t.

;''/A
P
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32. Interpret to-individual parents theirchild' achievement
test results.

33. Analyzing-the instructional implications of the ability
4P and achievement test results.- .

,- 3A. Record the test results in. the Cumulative folder.

35. Use the group test results for diagnostic purposesjidenti-
fying pupils who are not working up to ability, ones who
maieneed enrichment or special help, ones who cannot do
grade level work).

36 Coordinate and .plan the testing program of thelschool.

37. Conduct in- service education for.staff regarding.the
standardized testing program.

; ... ."
. ,.

6 t ..

').;.%. . Test new pupils transferring to the school without ade-
ft, .

'1- .:quate ability and achievement test results.

., ? 1 ).

.,

394:.".eep each pupil's cumulative record O p to date.
s

- 7

a

s

v

40. Analyze cumulative record infdrmatrion to, better understand
the child:

4,1. Discuss with the class the purposes and contents of cumu- -

lative records:

42. Discuss indiOdually with", child the contents of his
cumulative record except that material Which is Confidential.

'p.
43: Discuss with parents their child's cumulative record except

foroonfidential material.,

44. Conduct-in-service education for'staff regarding the
effective use of school records.

45. Evaluate instructionalim aterials regarding the picture
they give children concerning theworld of work.

46. Find supplementary reading materials and films which will
broaden children's p4rspective of the world of Work.

47.. Plan activities iscussions, field trips) to stimulate
interest in'th rld of work.
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:

48. 'Help children developthe attitude that all honest
'ocdapations are worthy of respect.

0

49. Develop and teach a unit on he world of work. i

50. Teach children methO,tfor.effective studying.

51. Develop and teach a unit on'tow to study.

52. Obtain and show guidance films and discuss them with the class.

53. Discuss w1 h class groups their future educattcsmal plans,

54. Discuss with class groups their futurt vocational plans.

55. Develop a self-appraisal unitwhich pdpils could complete
prior

0)
to talking about their future goals.

.

56. Provide individual conferences in which pupil's might discuss
their.future goals and plans. ,

57. Identify and refer children to the school nurse.

58. Identify and refer:children to the speech) therapist.

59. Identify and refer childrekto the school psychologist.

60. Identify and refer

61. Identify.and refer

62. Recommend-children
the gifted or slow

children for psychiatric help. .

children to community agencies..

to be screened for special classes fOr
learners.

63. Screen-children for special clisies by individual testing.'
(Stanford-Binet).

64. Discuss referral sources and procedures with the staff.

65. Help children who are not doing well to develop effective
subject matter skills.

66. Provide remedjal help for children who,have fallen behind
in reading of mathematict.

IS .

67. Ha've an indiOdual conference with each child who is not
,T4 achieving well in school.
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68. Meet with small groups of children on a "'regular basiswhe
present attendance, behavior, or learning problems.

'69. Develop and teach units on social and emotional adjustment.

70. Schedule and conduct'class sessions in which the children
may express their feelings about matters concerning them.

71. Conduct group dynamics sessions so that children may better
under4tand the way groups operate and their own role in
gro4ps.

72. Plap\sessions:to help the children to better understand and
cope with their emotions.

73. Schejple individul conferences for all children in which
they may discuss matters of concern or 'interest to `them.

74. Develop a mental health unit in which children discuss or'
write about their fears, their angers, and their problems.

75: Conduct an inservice education program for staff members
.regarding mental- health in the classroom.

76. Provide individual counseling on a4contihung bats for
those children presenting learning or adjustment difficulties.-

77. Assist:.in parent-teaeher,conferences.

78. Do diagnostic woric' with children presenting. problems,

79. Provide the-teacher with suggestions for more effective
teaching techniques.

80. Obtain Oidance materials and films for the teacher

`81. Assist the teacher in the appraisal of pupils.

82. Proviae'counseling for teachers whohave problems.

83) Help the, teacher cope Oith children who present learning or -

adjustment problems. ".
,

84. make recoMmendations for curriculum change.

,

85. ConductIgroup sessions in which stAff members may discuss
. their concerns. .

159
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'86. -Conduct parent conferences to better acquaint them with
the school and to deveoa.good home-school relationship.

87., Conduct parent conferences to discuss the academic
programs.and adjustment of the child in school.

.
8A. 'Conduct parent conferencei to discuss the child who is

having academic difficulty.

89. Conduct parent conferences to discuss the child who exhibits
social or emotional problems in, school.

.

.

90. Conduct parent conferences to discuss the home or family
problems which is affecting the child's schoolAjtistment.

4
Si. Conduct parent conferences to discuss a child's needing

help in terms of a special class or agency referral%

-92. .Provitle'counseling for parentS who wish it. if the family
%

is affecting the child's school adjustment.

93. Meet with small groups of parents on a regulate basis
when,they have children with similar problems and th6'
.parents wish help.

94. Provide leadership in evaluating guidanCe services.

95, conduct research regarding guidance services.

ELEMENTAR GUIDANCE OPINIONNAIRE ANSWER SHEET*

Last Jame First Name Title School District

11 For/each item circle theletterindicating the option of yourffirst'
/ c nice, fi t far the primary level (1-3) and then for the intermediate
f. evel,(4- )7.,

Your optio

4. /

s are: T-,clasSiroom teacher 0--other special personnel -

C--ilementary counselor N--the activity should not
P--principal be included

4Trimary

TCPON": :26. TCPON'

TCPON 25. TCPON . 31 4 t'

Intermediate Primary Intermediate
1. TCPON
2. UPON

*This is only the beginn'i'ng the answer shee9ut serves to illustrate
its construct' n.

.
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,A MEASURE OF CLASSROOM TEACHER PARTICIPATION IN
',THE GUIDANCE SERVICES Of- THOSE SCHOOLS IN THE STATE

OF WASHINGTON THAT HAVE COUNSELORS

James A.. SteWart
e."

During recent lears, nationally known authors in the field of guidance

have, been stressing the important role that the classroom teacher has

,

to playin the guidance services offered in any school. This question
.

5

" naireowhich has been prepared with the "assistance of severity -two of

these nationally recognized experts, is designed to determine the

degree of participation in actual practicer. YoU are being requested
41$

to perform the most vital task in the entire survey, namely, that of

completing the, questionnaire.

You can be assured that all data will be held in strictest

confidence, and that no response will be identified i either_the

summaries:or the findings arising out of,this study.

(
, There are no "correcO,responses to any

fof

the quegtion . The
ti

size of school in which you teach, the type of school; the ade

level,"the subject or subjects, and the availability of consultants

are but five factors.which may partially determine your responses.

'These and other allied considerations have been recognized in thi 0
preparatidh of questionnaire.

4

You are urgently requested to give candid responses. If you

loge to-fa-il to 6 so, the results of the survey uld be invalidated.

You are asked to follow the instructio fisted belOw;

161
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1. Complete the identifying form provided. Please

Each has definite reason for being included.

2.. Place a check mark under any one of the.five column headings that
appear, to the right of each question.

These headings mean:

answer every btank:

NEVER-- You cannot recall ever having done this.
RARELr-- You do not do this more than once a year.
SELDOM-- You do not do this more than once a month.

. OFTEN-- You do this once or twice a nonth.
FREW9TLY1--You do this more than twice a month.

YEARLY BASIS

0 NEVER
1 RARELY,

2-10 SELDOM..

11-20 OFTEN

Over 20 FREQUENTLY-

0

y

Please do not omit any question. because it.would complicate the'

statistical. analysis. -.

Thgnk You For Your ProfessionalCooperation.

-

.

.
. .

/ /EARLY:

,.

)..
. -

. .
,

CG-1
1.3.17.
Ig

0

1

1.1..1
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g
1.211)ver
to

1020

111
I.-
0
to

>-
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;=
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Cr
La

ta

20

.

Orienting Parents and Pupili to SchoOt Situation
.

.

Do you ask the parents .of the pupils, whom you teach to
complete questionnaires for yop?ADo you contact the
parents Of-prospective pupils before their children
actually enroll in your class?' . a

Do you take your class on conducted tours of the school?
A.,_

q .

,

.

.
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Do you visit the classes from which you'anticipat
pupils the next term?
Do you send introductory letters to the parents of y
new pupils?
Do you provide special activities to assist newcomers to
adjust to the school?
Do you spend part of the class period discussing future
class topics?

,

Learning-About Pupils

Do you have measures' of the academic aptbitude, of each

pupil whom you teach made available to you?
Do you have measures of the academic achievement of each
pupil whom you teach made available to you?
Do you have a measure of the reading level of each pupil
who you teach made available to you?
Do you conduct surveys of the problems and needs of the
pupils whom you teach?
Do you attempt to discover the over-achievers and the
under- achievers in your classes? (Do you administer
sociometric tests in your classes?

ti

Do you administer pupil attitude scales in your classes
Do you administer pupil study habit inventories in your
classes?
.Do you have pupils chart their educational growth?
Do yob have pupils chart their physical growth? (

Do you make systematic surveys of the cbcurricular
activities of your pupils? -

Do you-make systematic surveys of the out-of-school. inter-
ests of your pupils?.
Do you determine what unusual experiences or work exper-:
iences your pupils have had?
Do you ask_that'diagnostic tests be administered to pupils
who are experiencing learning difficulties?
Do youhave your pupils write autobiographical sketches?
Do you draw scattergrams of ability versus achievement
for your classes?
Do you keep records of individual participation during
discussions?
Do you notify the counselor when a' pupil frequently fails
to do his assignment?
Do you notify the counselor-when there are 4gIden
explained behavior. changes to a pupil?

.._
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Providing Occupational, EducatiOnal, and Training
Information to Students

Do you use audio-visualaids that have been especially
prepared to portray the adjutment problems that pupils
have in school?
Do you show films or film strips that` deal with occupations
Do you have activities that make use of the public library
facilities in your community?
Do you encourage pupils to talk about their hobbies?
Do you participate in the Aaging of career days, college

, days," or gomparable activities?

Do you supply pupils with literature relating to educa-
tional or occupational adjustment problems?
Do you examin the guidance liiterature that the librarian

.

received?

Developing and Using Records

Do you refer tothe cumulative records?
Do you place samples of pupil work in the cumulative file?
Do you write anecdotal reports for the cumulative file?
Do you request that certain pupils be tested or retested?
Do you suggest that case history studies be We of cer-
tain pupil s?

Do you request that pupils who enter part way through the
year be, given achievement tests?

Counseling Individuals,

Do you hold individual conferences with pupils?
Do you discuss the report cards with individual pupils*
Do you'discuss test results with individual pupils?
Do you4give special attention to pupils that are doing
failing work?
Do you discuss personal problems with individual pupils?
Do you provide special instruction for pupils who,have
been absent?

7
Improving the Curriculum-

Do you-make curricular modifications to meet individual
needs?

"Do you make curricular modifAtions to ,meet local con-
.

'.ditions?

- 0". p-444.
I

s,

y
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Doyou allow your pupils
riculum?
Do' you provide special learning

;Allow academic aptitude?
DO you provide'special learning activities for pdpils
of high academic aptitude?
Do'you ascertainthe interests of tte pupils whom
each? ,' . e 1 .

Do you Incorporate special motivational activities in
your instructions?

,.. Do you take your qua14.°n supervised tours of loo#1
°c'enters of interest?

...,' Do you take4students on field trips or excursions?
Do you,group pupils within your classes for instructienal
purposes?

Do you indicate Op occupational fmportanci of the
subjects that you teach?. i-

L. Do you request parental reaction to possible learning
experiences?

a voice in determing the cui--

activfties for pupils'

you

Do you Participate in the work of curriculum revision
committees?

Assisting Teachers 4

.
, ., t

Do- you ascertain systematically the attitudes of other
teachers that teach, or have taught, the same pupils that
you teach? .

Do you share teaching techniques and materials with other
teachers? 7 .

Do you engag in_conferencet with other teachers that are

I
held to cons der pupils who are havIrg difficulties?
Do you parti ipate in,fawIty'ediikerences held to.discuss
the adjgstmentyrohlenis of some one pupil? :

.

Do you suggest add.itiqoal educe ional programs in which
pupils might partiOtiat*4

Providing for Self-Professional Growthland Research .

- .
.

Do,you.fead professional' literature in the Tield.of
guidance? \ .

Do you discuss'professional matters with the school
counselor?
Do you-make planned visits to other schools in ybur dis-
tria?

4

1., 1

Do you requisition guidance, literature for the library
that is directly relatedto yqur instructional program ?'

165
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Do you seek the advice of the counselor when you are
confronted with a serious' behavior or learning problem?

Do you havb conferences with the school nurse about pupils
whom you teach?
Dp yo0 have the counsel& beak to your class?
Do you attend meetings called to discuss school policies?
Do you participate in committee0hat attempt to outline
the objectives and philosophy that prevail in the school?
Do you attend workshops-er conferences in guidance or
some related area?

. to you sponsor cocurricular activities?
Do you use any recognizedstafistical procedures to assist
you in assigning letter grades?
Do you determine such activities as the mean and,tven-
tiles for tests that you prepare send administer?
,Do you seek the cooperation of the counselor to help you
to interpret the scores that your pupils make on test7-7.\
Do you determine individual profiles from test results?

3 r

Cooperatidg with Home and Community

Do you participate in parent-teacher conferences?
Do you attent Parent Teacher Association functions?
Dom you take an active part in the activities of youth
organizations in your community?
,Do you invite parents to speak to your class or to partici,.
pate in some other way in your instructiohat program?
Do you,visit children why are misent over extended
periods? :

'De you write letters to parents concerning their children?

...

-Providing for Pupil Participation

Do yoq, make special efforts to 4secyre the particippti4h of
shy pupils in niclasiroom activitiesT

. Do you encourage pupils to participate in cocurricular
activities?
Do you provide opportunity, for, pupils to work in grou0s2,-
Do,you,employ role playing .or sociodrama in your cldss-
room?
. Do you encourage your pupils to make impromu speeches?
Do.you display the work df your pupils to the library,

'hall, or some other suitable place?'

166
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